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The great theme of the national political campaign of 1992, obvious through the steady stream of gossip and mudslinging, was how to get the American economy moving again. When they weren't talking about the economy, the candidates stressed the importance of trust. In this latter emphasis, they may have been more on target than they knew. For it is probably true that “trust,” in the broadest sense, is one of the necessary prerequisites for restructuring the U.S. economy. Without increased trust in their leaders, the voting public and corporate shareholders alike—lacking the confidence to forgo current rewards while awaiting the larger slice of the pie that might come later from wise investment—will continue to think only in terms of short-term gain and loss.

During the decade of the 1980s, the glamour and scope of financial markets and financial “deals” masked the fact that they seldom addressed the issues of real economic growth. In fact, since 1973, productivity growth in the United States has been relatively sluggish. In the past dozen years, four-fifths of American workers suffered declines in real wages, more single-earner families became impoverished, and income distribution became more unequal. Our children perform poorly on tests of science and math, our products face increasing international competition, and our savings rate is near the bottom among industrialized countries. Our infrastructure is deteriorating faster than it is being maintained or replaced. The long-term solutions to all these problems, of course, are rooted in training, innovation, and investment; the last, as noted, may well be dependent on the restoration of a degree of trust.

But it is also true that, in a more narrow sense, our jobs, wages, and interest and dividend income often depend on the success or failure of large corporations. Corporate performance in turn depends on the decisions made by managers. And, as Adolf A. Berle, Jr., and Gardiner Means pointed out more than a half-century ago, managers’ interests and shareholders’ interests may not coincide; they may even be in conflict. Managers pursue their goals under the supervision of directors and within the constraints of market forces. In theory, a manager who does
not get the highest feasible returns from a firm's assets will be sacked by
the directors, or the firm will be acquired through financial markets by
those who realize the full potential for the owners. As we know too well,
the accountability described in this kind of model ignores some of the
real world imperfections of the marketplace, as well as aspects of the behav­
ior of the human beings involved. In a world of institutional investors,
junk bonds, and leveraged buyouts—a world in which managers, bankers,
lawyers, and even directors can be co-opted by the staggering payouts
that come from ownership changes—there are plenty of reasons to ask
whether the system is working as well as it should.

It often seems that our best and brightest are being drawn to the paper
economy, not to activities that would resolve these central problems more
directly. At best, financial services can lubricate the wheels of investment
and innovation, not replace them. When the goal of traders and port­
folio managers is short-term capital gains, what happens to the execu­
tive whose sights are set on more distant targets? Will financial markets
give an innovator or a good production manager enough time to build
up the flow of profits? Amidst all this excitement about quarterly per­
formance, is anyone looking to the long run?

Managers may receive perverse incentives from the market. The prin­
cipal pressure on a corporate executive is to increase the value of stock­
holders' equity. In financial markets dominated by institutional investors,
this incentive can malfunction. Presently, institutional portfolio man­
gers closely track short-term movements of stock prices, trying to
choose the best moments for their frequent transactions. A principal cri­
terion for judging a firm's performance may be rumors about its attrac­
tiveness to takeover specialists. With few exceptions, these financiers are
disengaged from corporate decisionmaking, even if they control substantial
blocks of stock; they "vote" with their purchases and sales of financial
assets. Election of corporate directors and selection of executives rarely
attract the active involvement of pension and mutual funds. Constant
concern with short-term performance and stock prices, imposed by
market forces, can foreshorten an executive's horizons, undermining his
or her ability to deal with fundamental problems.

In fact, a considerable literature now exists exploring the notion that
American markets, corporate culture, and even general life style have
contributed to a phenomenon called short-termism, an emphasis on
immediate return rather than investment and growth. At the same time,
the vast increase in the size and variety of instruments in the equity,
debt, and other financial markets has been accompanied by a concern
about whether the volatility of such markets has a negative impact on
the real economy.
In this context, the Twentieth Century Fund decided to convene a diverse group of business leaders, academics, and analysts to look at a series of questions about our financial markets and corporate governance. The basic question was whether the current system was contributing as much as possible to the solution of our real economic problems, such as producing jobs, increasing productivity, and sharpening competitiveness. The group also asked a series of questions about the potential for change in the marketplace and the board room: How can we modify financial markets to produce incentives for better corporate management? Can the goal of improved governance be accomplished while at the same time cutting the significant costs associated with financial transactions, including market overhead, legal, and transaction fees? Would greater investment by institutional investors in corporate decisionmaking—so-called relationship investing—be beneficial? The Task Force spent considerable time discussing this last question, and indeed generally supported the concept. The group recognized, however, that a full analysis of its pros and cons was beyond its scope.

Robert J. Shiller, Stanley B. Resor Professor of Economics at Yale University, wrote the background paper for the group and served as Task Force executive director. The sessions were admirably led by the group's chair, Lewis B. Kaden, a partner at Davis Polk & Wardell. Bernard Wasow, a consultant to the Fund and associate professor of economics at New York University, served as Fund liaison with the members of the Task Force and contributed significantly to its work. Their contributions and those of all the members can best be measured by the extraordinary complexity of the issues they confronted. The Fund is very much in their debt.

One thing is certain: the American economy is astonishing in its diversity. It defies generalization. Even the most rigorous analysis of this marketplace may produce ambiguous results. None of these characteristics inhibit a constant and lively debate about where we are and where we are headed economically. The questions we face are so difficult that it is probably impossible to find definitive answers to them. The economist's model necessarily excludes key elements. Studies of economic history incorporate many of the factors that contribute to outcomes, but raise other difficulties in terms of idiosyncrasy or generalization. In the end, we must find a way to think and act in these areas based on the best judgment available. The pages that follow, we think, provide an excellent example of what that sort of inquiry can produce.

Richard C. Leone, President
The Twentieth Century Fund
November 1992
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Report of the Task Force
The United States economy and financial system suffer from “short-termism,” an affliction caused by a lack of attention to long-term economic performance. Financial markets put pressure on corporate managers to focus too much on quarterly profits and too little on patient investment for the long haul.

Responsibility for a corporation’s future is in the hands of three groups: corporate managers, board directors, and investors. But often, none of these groups ranks the long term as its highest priority. Corporate executives, who do not themselves own their companies, are often judged by others on how well they meet short-term objectives. Boards of directors, who have the responsibility for overseeing management performance and setting long-term organizational strategic directions, often have neither the time nor the inclination to supervise seriously management decisionmaking. And the primarily institutional investors who really do own the corporation are rewarded in part on the basis of the profit they reap from short-term price changes, which can make them more likely to focus on short-term trading decisions than on the organization’s long-term problems and prospects. The result—in too many instances—is that neither managers, directors, nor owners are minding the store.

The problem of short-termism is neither new nor the sort of national crisis that excites the popular imagination. After all, its effects will not be felt until some time in the future. Short-termism in finance and corporate planning, however, deserves attention because it is part of a larger pattern in which finance flourishes while our real economic foundation slowly erodes. In the 1980s, America’s financial markets soared, fed by a surge of corporate takeovers and restructuring. For a while, it seemed as if financial deals alone could create real purchasing power. But even during those heady years, the real income of ordinary people stagnated. Perhaps the spotlight on financial superstars blinded the nation to such long-term, structural problems in the real economy as slow productivity growth, falling saving rates, inadequate educational and health-care systems, growing extremes of wealth and poverty, and the enormous
burden of public and private debt. Today, these real economic problems threaten our standing in a world of intensifying global economic competition.

The members of this Task Force therefore recommend that the connection between long-term performance and economic rewards be tightened. The time has passed for Americans to accept speculative excesses in finance coupled with underinvestment in productive capacity and management that receives personal rewards barely connected to real economic results.* Unfortunately, traditional methods of oversight—including existing mechanisms for shareholder voice, outside director supervision of management, and derivative litigation—although useful, seem to have proved inadequate to the task. The question thus is, What changes in our laws, regulatory structures, and corporate culture will help channel the skill and energy of our financial and managerial elite toward long-run performance rather than short-term appearances?

Many in academic, corporate, and financial circles are involved in intense debate over the operation of financial markets, the current system of corporate governance, and the links between market practice and corporate performance. The relative merits of legislative and regulatory reform are also hotly contested. The participants in these debates generally start from certain common ground: liquid financial markets are good for the economy; a long-term perspective by investors and managers enhances corporate performance; and international competition increasingly will compel us to examine the relationship between financial markets and corporate governance.

Once past these simple precepts, the debate quickly becomes contentious. Many academic observers deny that there is a problem of short-termism. They offer some valid arguments about the ability of our financial system to deal with long-term problems. Even if stock market investors are in the market only for the short term, the argument goes, they have ample reason for taking long-term problems into account when deciding where to invest: those problems may become apparent before they sell their stock, thereby reducing the market price. So, anticipating future difficulties, investors may decide to sell today. As a result, a company neglectful of the long term may see its share price decline immediately. The corporation may thus be unable to raise any more resources in financial markets for further investments. It may be taken over by

* Martin J. Rabinowitz does not believe that American industry generally has underinvested in productive capacity.
another firm. To the extent that share prices immediately and accurately reflect long-term prospects and problems, top managers who are rewarded with bonuses and stock options tied to share price have an incentive to be concerned about the long term.

In spite of how attractive these theoretical arguments sound, the Task Force believes that our financial markets do not encourage executives and investors to take full account of the long term. We believe that decision horizons are often too short, that corporate managers expend too much effort on cosmetic adjustments to quarterly earnings reports, and that since financial markets boom and crash, often for no sensible reason, short-term ups and downs are erratic guides for corporate policies. The Task Force therefore believes that reforming incentives for taking a long-term perspective will make a great difference in our economic success in coming decades.

Doing so, however, presents a problem, because opinions vary sharply about the effectiveness of different reforms and about the ability of public policy to contribute to efficient markets, effective corporate governance, and competitive products and services. Clearly, some problems cannot be addressed by changes in law or regulatory policy. For example, fundamental habits in the corporate culture cannot be eliminated through a few government interventions. But there are measures that we can take as a nation to encourage behavior that enhances economic performance. And although we should not copy those whose cultures are very different from ours, we can learn from the institutions and practices of our trading partners and competitors so long as we understand that what we learn must be adapted to our own traditions to be effective.

This Task Force—composed of active participants and experts on financial markets and the corporate sector—brought varied points of view and experience to the evaluation of these problems and discussed a wide array of policies for financial markets and corporate governance. The Task Force has reached both positive and negative conclusions, sometimes agreeing with and other times disputing the conventional wisdom. The Task Force, judging some of the most fashionable proposals for policy reform to be of doubtful value, has drawn its own conclusions. Put briefly, the Task Force’s principal recommendations are:

- Remedies for “short-termism” should be sought principally in reforms of corporate governance.

- Owners of public corporations should provide more active oversight and should participate more in management.
• This goal should be pursued mainly through encouragement of "relational investing." Large shareholders and fiduciaries (especially pension funds) should become more involved in monitoring corporate management.

• Regulations and tax and accounting rules all should be revised to permit and encourage relational investing.

• Additional disclosure of executive pay and benefits along the lines recently approved by the SEC should prove beneficial.

• Relaxing rules that restrict shareholder communication, also along the lines approved by the SEC, should also prove helpful.

• "Corporate Democracy" and "Shareholder Rights," while clearly useful, are not a sufficiently effective approach to the problem.

• Some commonly suggested direct measures to discourage high turnover and hinder the formation of speculative bubbles in financial markets—transaction taxes, additional circuit breakers—hold little promise for encouraging long-term investing.

• Tax reform is needed, both to achieve the goals summarized above and to encourage productive investment.*

• The tax on capital gains should be graduated steeply according to holding period. The rate on short-term holdings should be raised and the rate on long-term holdings lowered.

* In addition to these recommendations, many members of the Task Force agreed that public sector dissaving to finance current spending must be reduced in order to reduce real interest rates and thereby the cost of capital; in other words, our persistent structural public budget deficits must be controlled.
Debt and equity should be treated equally in corporate taxation. To this end, the deductibility of corporate interest costs should be effectively eliminated and the tax rate on corporate profits should be reduced correspondingly to maintain revenue neutrality.

**An In-Depth Exploration of the Recommendations**

High-volume, speculative trading and short-lived bubbles and crashes are seen by many as the essence of "short-termism." Most policy discussions of the problem begin with measures to tax transactions, to limit the introduction of new products, or otherwise to "throw sand in the wheels" of financial markets. We see high turnover and excessive attention to market timing and short-term performance strategies as but one aspect of the more fundamental problems in corporate finance and management. While we address them, we do not believe they can be wholly cured. Speculation, and even bubbles, have been a continuing part of financial markets too long for us to believe that a simple wave of the legislative wand can dispel them. But even if there were a magical wand capable of such extraordinary changes, our basic concerns would still remain. **Additional measures to raise the cost of transactions across the board, to discourage financial innovation, or to limit price movements, are unlikely to do much to improve patterns of trading and management.**

What needs to be addressed are the mechanisms through which corporate management is selected, rewarded, and monitored. To whom are managers responsible? How are they held accountable for long-term performance? It has long been accepted that the owners of American firms have seldom played a sufficiently constructive role in corporate governance. Their holdings have historically been small and dispersed, limiting their ability to express their discontent with management; the only tool they had was the much noted "Wall Street Rule," through which approval and disapproval of a firm's decisions are displayed through purchases and sales of shares. But because no single shareholder had much influence, owners behaved collectively as "free riders," remaining...

* Horace J. DePodwin comments that certain additional reforms of trading practices are needed. In particular, margin requirements in future and spot markets should be equalized. Both markets have forged unifying trading ties; whatever the margin requirements are, they should be the same for both markets.
dismaying passive. They left the responsibility to someone else; alas, for the market as a whole, there was no one else.

In recent years, however, there has been increasing concentration of ownership by institutional investors, notably the pension funds. Institutions as a group now own more than half of the nation’s total equities, up from one-third in 1980, and pension funds alone soon will own one-third of total equities. But despite the growing importance of their holdings, these institutions have not become more involved in the ongoing oversight of the underlying businesses. Most portfolio managers follow the so-called active strategies, which reflect a continuing emphasis on sector timing, asset allocations among an extraordinary and changing array of investment vehicles and securities, and a variety of similar tactics. Other funds have instead become “passive” investors, indexing their equity portfolios; buying five hundred, one thousand, or even more stocks in a predetermined basket that, at low cost, mimics the movement of the market as a whole. Active or passive, the focus has not been on businesses as such, but on the market. Beat it (the actives) or join it (the passives).

Owners should know the companies they have a stake in, and they should have, as our present-day institutional investors do not have, sufficient incentive, information, and influence to participate constructively. Indeed, the members of the Task Force believe that capitalism without interested and effective capitalists is an absurdity, one that invites governmental intrusion. We believe that the most workable policy is one of “relational investing,” in which the major shareholders, from industry itself or from among the institutional fiduciaries, are encouraged to take larger positions, in far fewer portfolio companies, and to hold them for much longer periods of time. We think that shareholder monitoring is a necessary check, not just on the excessive executive compensation that has currently attracted so much attention, but on the more fundamental issues of the uses of capital and managerial competence.

Many have suggested that the answer to the riddle of corporate governance lies in more direct participation by shareholders through the proxy process. Others support relaxing procedural requirements and standards of proof for derivative lawsuits so that courts of law can be a vibrant forum for corporate oversight. Still others urge a strengthened role for outside directors, giving them separate advisers and specific mandates to supervise management more closely. Such reforms have already had some success, but these directions for reform seem to offer only modest additional benefits. This sort of activism may look good; while going down it may even taste good; but we believe that it may be as much symbol as substance.
The Task Force endorses some elements of the drive for greater corporate democracy (and relational investing by fiduciaries may be seen as a form of corporate democracy), but we reject the notion that the adversarial patterns of shareholder/management dealings that have grown up with takeovers should be strengthened. We endorse a corporate democracy involving an enhanced role in corporate governance for the sophisticated investor; however, we do not embrace a system that provides easy and inexpensive access to the proxy process by any shareholder, regardless of knowledge or goals. Full disclosure, another element of corporate democracy, does serve an important function. Indeed, in certain areas, such as executive compensation, additional disclosure should be required. Many of the restrictions on communication among shareholders are anachronistic and should be eliminated. But shareholder activism today tends to focus, as it must, on matters of formal procedures, such as the bylaws, or the symptoms of a corporate malaise, such as compensation. Neither constant shareholder confrontation with management nor more litigation is likely to contribute much to productivity or even to managerial accountability.

The Task Force recommends encouraging ownership by individuals and institutions that hold a few firms as a significant part of their portfolios, that see their future in the growing stream of income produced by these businesses, and that only indirectly, if at all, pay attention to short-term financial movements. The relationships cultivated by Berkshire Hathaway with Coca-Cola, GEICO, Washington Post, Salomon Brothers, and Wells Fargo are a good example. Berkshire holds positions large enough to be important to the corporation and also to the investor. The holdings at GEICO and Washington Post go back over fifteen years; all of them are said to be permanent. Annual reports make the difference clear. A typical institutional investor reports on the market performance of its portfolio relative to the major indexes. Berkshire’s report discusses the business prospects and management of its affiliated companies. Without wanting investment funds to abandon diversification, and with no illusion that every fund will become a Berkshire Hathaway, we believe that changes in the regulatory and tax environment, combined with changes internal to investment intermediaries, can make relational investing more attractive and more accessible.*

* Martin J. Rabinowitz believes that the legal and structural limitations on pension funds make it virtually impossible for them to function in the same manner as Berkshire Hathaway. They can participate in similar relational investing through investment funds that specialize in holding substantial equity positions for the long term.
Relational investing implies a greater degree of shareholder involvement than many corporate managers might care to see. Not everyone wants a Big Brother. But the Task Force believes that managers, small shareholders, and the public at large stand to gain by the participation of major and knowledgeable shareholders who can act as anchors in times of market turmoil or business adversity. *

Tax reform is needed both to facilitate relational investing and to increase the saving rate, thereby stretching the investment horizon by reducing the cost of capital. † Not only the capital gains tax but the tax treatment of interest and dividends must be changed. The goal of these reforms should be to encourage saving, to discourage speculation and to discourage purely tax-driven corporate restructuring.

* James Grant, while endorsing the value of relational investing, believes that in today’s overvalued market it is not advisable for any investor to take substantial new positions for the long term. The implementation of greater relational investing should follow reforms that remove the distortions that result from the socialization of risk, brought on by federal subsidies of banks, bankers, bank lending, mortgages, and debt in general.

Roland M. Machold is pessimistic about the future of “relational investing” because of strong opposition by corporate managers to institutional investors over the years. Furthermore, he does not regard Berkshire Hathaway as a model and notes that some of its investments have been on favored terms and have put other shareholders at a disadvantage. Finally, concentration of holdings would not provide the advantages of diversification, which have been well documented. He does believe that investors should be able to combine their interests and retain professional intermediaries who could provide business expertise to companies as well as a friendly challenge when necessary.

† Horace J. DePodwin notes that today’s capital costs—low by the standards of the past decade—are generated by the recession and cannot be expected to last.

Benjamin M. Friedman comments that skepticism is warranted regarding our ability to use the tax system to increase private saving. He points out that during the 1980s, the combination of lower tax rates, lower inflation rates, and higher market interest rates raised the after-tax real returns available to U.S. savers by a large multiple of what advocates of tax reduction and tax reform had argued would be sufficient to raise the U.S. private saving rate. Yet the saving rate fell anyway.
Our tax structure has aggravated some of the problems we seek to cure. By allowing a corporate income tax deduction for interest payments but not for dividends, the federal law helped to stimulate the debt explosion of the 1980s. By buying back one set of instruments (their stocks) and issuing another (notes and bonds), corporations could eliminate the government's share of the profits. Companies that announced a radical restructuring saw their share price leap by a third or more in a single day. That tilt toward debt has abated for the moment—held back by the sad examples of sound businesses unable to carry their self-imposed debt burdens through the recession—but the lesson is clear. Indeed, proposals to level the tax playing field for debt and equity are not new. It is time to act. The Task Force believes that the corporate tax deductibility of interest should be eliminated and the corporate income tax rate should be reduced to eliminate the tax advantage of debt finance while maintaining revenue neutrality.*

We also recommend that the capital gains tax be steeply graduated, raising it on short-term gains while lowering it as holding periods lengthen.† This particular tax change (again, far from a new idea) can, like the first, be designed to be revenue neutral. In addition to these two substantial tax revisions, others will be required to remove the disincentives to active participation in management by large owners.

In order to understand these policy proposals, it is necessary to consider how the financial and the real economies interact, in theory and in reality.‡

* Richard F. Syron agrees that debt and equity should be treated equally in corporate taxation, but he is somewhat concerned about the transitional impact of reducing the deductibility of interest costs. Mr. Syron is not sure that we understand, yet, the impact such a change might have on different industries. He would prefer to reduce or eliminate corporate taxes as part of an overall change in tax policy to emphasize consumption taxes and a reduction in the deficit.

† C. Austin Fitts, Roland M. Machold, and Benjamin M. Friedman dissent from the view that the tax on short-term capital gains should be raised.

Martin J. Rabinowitz comments that pension funds, some mutual funds and foreigners pay no taxes now on capital gains, so their behavior cannot be influenced by capital gains tax changes.

‡ A recent research report for the Council on Competitiveness called *Capital Choices: Changing the Way America Invests in Industry*, by Harvard Business School professor Michael E. Porter analyzes many of these same issues.
While they cannot directly create wealth, financial markets are vital to those who build and run businesses. One need only look at the failures of socialism to recognize this. What investments should be undertaken? Which products should be produced? How? Without signals from markets—product and input prices, share prices, and interest rates—not even the wisest planner can find the answers. Financial markets are vital to the process that allocates resources over outputs, over technologies, and over time. They allow some to specialize in production while others specialize in managing risk. They intermediate between savers with surpluses and entrepreneurs with investment plans. That is why the signals coming from financial markets are so important.

Ideally, participants in financial markets would be well informed and judicious. They would evaluate information unmoved by the madness of crowds. The prices at which financial instruments settled would offer no arbitrage opportunities: asset prices would reflect accurately the present value of future earnings, adjusted for risk. There would be little reason for such prices to change often or widely. History gives us ample evidence that earnings streams, while far from invariant, are not volatile in the long run, nor are real interest rates. So one might expect asset prices to be relatively stable, too, sending a steady signal to managers and investors alike about the long-run prospects of various enterprises. A good innovation would be rewarded with increased asset value, even if it could not be expected to pay off for some time. Gimmicks and window dressing would be recognized as such: a fresh coat of paint would not unduly affect the value of a house; short-term reshuffling of an asset portfolio would fool no one about its fundamental soundness.

In this ideal world, managers of financial portfolios—wealthy individuals or, more importantly, managers of the institutional portfolios that today dominate financial markets—all would realize this, as would their employers. It would be obvious that corporate performance must, on average, be average. It would be obvious that frequent trading, in the absence of solid new information, would—on average, again—provide extra income to no one but brokers. It would be obvious that real income for asset owners has, in the long run, only one source: efficient real production. There would be every reason for financial markets to reward good managers and perspicacious investors and to penalize momentum investing and other market-timing techniques.

Managers of institutional portfolios would play another role as well. As their holdings became larger and larger, portfolio managers would realize that "the Wall Street Rule" no longer works. A huge pension fund
simply cannot substantially restructure its portfolio unobtrusively and quickly, expecting to pass a "bad coin" to others. Large investors would realize, then, that they must take their role as owners more seriously. Rather than treating firms' production decisions as data and reacting to them with their trades, they would use their shares to influence the course of management. Regulatory structures would accommodate this behavior. So financial markets would send signals not only indirectly through prices but also directly through exercise of ownership rights and power.

Real world financial markets do not follow such textbook rules. Asset markets are far more volatile than theory predicts. In too many cases, they drop 10 percent or more in a few days without any significant new information. The history of bubbles is long, covering such mundane assets as company shares and real estate and such exotica as tulip bulbs. Manic expansions regularly precede panics. While markets are moving up, there is never a shortage of ingenious plans that will work, forever; when bubbles break, many experts confidently announce the end of good times, forever.

Financial management is driven by mercurial forces. The dictionary may define an investor as "an individual or organization who commits capital to become a partner of a business enterprise," but it is the rare portfolio manager who has the luxury of buying fundamentally good assets and holding them through thick and thin. Pension funds, for example, often hire a variety of fund managers, each of whom specializes in a different asset allocation strategy. Meanwhile, an array of consultants reports to large committees, quarter by quarter, recommending shifts in sector weighting. In this system, who dares to say which assets are fundamentally good in spite of poor short-run performance? What better signal is there of long-run prospects than quarterly movement in share prices? Any portfolio manager who cannot show results quickly is not doing his job.

Portfolio managers are under great pressure to produce above average results consistently, a feat that is mathematically impossible for them as a group. So they compete feverishly, always on the lookout for a shred of information that will give them an edge. Such information may be superficial—a fresh coat of paint, window dressing—but who is to know? As long as other traders in asset markets are playing by the same "rules," it behooves the competitive portfolio manager to see this as a signal of a short-term price movement. He ought to trade on it, if he is to produce the results expected of him. Even if a market participant believes that information about a firm is of no fundamental value, he should trade on it if he believes others will use the information to make their trades. Paradoxically, traders may disregard information they think is meaningful...
for long-run profits and instead use information they think is spurious, because they believe that other market participants are using the spurious information. The goal for a portfolio manager is to be right in the short run, if he wants to be around for the long run.

What is the significance of this for the shop floor? Does behavior in financial markets have any more importance for management of production than does the behavior of players in Las Vegas or Churchill Downs? Of course it does. **Chief Executive Officers and their teams are paid to produce results that will raise share prices. Only if share prices accurately reflect the present value and the risk of earnings may a manager concern himself with fundamentals alone.** If, as in the 1960s, markets heap large rewards on conglomerate acquisitions, managers will make indiscriminate acquisitions in order to capture those gains. If, as in the 1980s, markets heap rewards on firms that leverage to perilous levels by restructuring, management will heed these demands of the market or risk losing their jobs in a takeover. Managers strive to produce the results that financial markets value, and American managers do so more than others.

In corporate governance, too, the world does not match the theoretical ideal. Pressure for short-term performance, regulatory restraints, and force of tradition have greatly slowed the transition of institutional investors from passive to active ownership. As one money manager said, “we are not paid to be good citizens at General Motors.” A few public and union pension funds have actively involved themselves in corporate governance; but many more have chosen instead the low cost route of purchasing indexed portfolios of stocks. If almost everyone buys and sells for short-run gain, or relies on others to play the role of investor, who is left to behave like the dictionary’s “partner in a business enterprise?”

**Policy**

Debate over public policy measures to deal with our economic problems is active and contentious, but it is so unrelenting that the public rarely pays attention. Occasionally, an economic crisis will drive home our vulnerability: Unless the government intervenes, the stock market, or the banking system, or a firm too big to fail will capsize. Proposals for fundamental reform are debated, sometimes at the highest levels, but these usually drop quickly from public view as the conventional order returns to financial markets.

**The members of the Task Force believe that “business as usual” in financial markets is no longer acceptable. Whatever disagreements may persist about the value of one policy measure**
or another, it is clear that our economy is not performing well enough to meet global challenges. Therefore, we have put forth policy proposals in three broad areas.

First, we briefly consider policy to influence the character of trading activity itself. If the high volume of trading and short average holding periods characteristic of our financial markets reflect the short-term perspective of market participants, some have suggested, then perhaps measures to make such strategies more difficult or costly could push participants toward more investment-oriented, less gaming-oriented strategies. We are skeptical about the usefulness of such measures, however.

Second, we turn to the role of investors in corporate governance. Neither of the two major checks on management—the shareholders’ right to elect directors and corporate takeovers—seems to be sufficiently effective. Even major institutional shareholders prefer to sell shares rather than to try to influence management. Here our system differs fundamentally from that of our main commercial rivals, Germany and Japan. In those countries, relationships between corporate managers and their principal financial and industrial investors are central to corporate governance. The question is, What can we learn from them?

Third, it is also necessary to consider broader measures that might affect the overall saving and investment performance of the economy. If we are to foster a long-term outlook by management, the cost of capital is vital because it measures the pressure to repay quickly. The saving rate in an economy helps to determine the new resources available for new investment, which, in turn, influences the real interest rate and the cost of capital. Tax law may, within limits, influence private saving decisions. Fiscal policy determines the public contribution to the saving aggregate. Together, these policy measures influence the cost and the volume of funds available to the private sector through financial markets.

Recommendations Concerning Trading

After the dramatic crash of the stock market in October 1987, a great deal of attention was focused on trading practices in financial markets. The Brady Commission as well as other analyses pointed to the plethora of instruments and opportunities that made it easy to take highly leveraged positions, at low cost, in multiple markets.

Complicated buying and selling strategies, such as portfolio insurance and other forms of program trading, also have received close scrutiny. These strategies, which often generate sell orders in a falling market and buy orders in a rising market, are based on the assumption that any one trader’s decisions are insignificant compared to total market transactions.
Even if this assumption usually is right, if many trades are driven by similar computer programs, their collective effect can be to destabilize the market, driving the price higher in a bull market and accelerating a price decline. Since there are no strong roots to hold it steady, the market valuation, which is the outcome of the mass psychology of short-term traders and programmers, is liable to change violently as a result of a sudden change of opinion that is barely connected to the prospective return on the underlying asset. Much of today's trading activity, particularly in new derivative instruments, is difficult to explain or to justify as more than gambling.

We question whether our economy derives as much benefit as it should from the high transactions volume, the proliferation of instruments, and the billions devoted to supporting the equity trading establishment. To argue that current trading practices have met the test of the market is not sufficient defense. There are markets for all sorts of goods and services, socially destructive as well as socially desirable. The question is how much these vast resources are contributing to the real economy.

It is possible that measures to reduce directly the volume of trading and the maximum rate of price movement in a day or an hour will discourage high-turnover, gaming strategies by asset owners and managers. Nevertheless, the members of the Task Force doubt that transaction taxes or additional circuit breakers will induce

*Muriel F. Siebert notes that some of the trading practices described here, which contributed to the severity of the 1987 crash, have been moderated or are obsolete now. The creation of collars for trading halts in volatile markets today precludes a market free-fall similar to 1987. Such regulation was put into place in reaction to the 1987 crash. Other measures—such as the SOES (Small Order Execution System)—have helped increase fairness for smaller investors by insuring that their orders receive priority on the electronic execution systems. The most obvious problem that has not yet been addressed is that new derivatives and trading practices are being created regularly. Regulation has just not kept pace with these developments. It is imperative that a global regulatory framework or network be created—either by markets privately or by governments—to monitor these developments so that we will never have a similar event.

Roland M. Machold believes that derivatives are mechanisms that legitimately help investors balance their risk and reward prospects more effectively.
a longer-term outlook in financial markets. Transactions taxes are too easily evaded in globalized financial markets.* It also is unlikely that more circuit breakers would accomplish much.

As noted earlier, the Task Force does endorse one measure to discourage high-turnover, short-horizon trading. The capital gains tax should be graduated, falling dramatically as the holding period lengthens. Thus the capital gains tax on an asset held for less than a year should exceed that on an asset held for a few years, which should exceed that on an asset held for many years. Although some long-term considerations may lead an owner to hold an asset only briefly, and some speculators who are unconcerned with fundamental value may hold assets longer, on balance we believe that a steeply declining capital gains tax will discourage a short-term outlook, at least by market participants whose incomes are taxable. (In order not to impose a corresponding penalty for longer-term capital losses, these taxes could be offset against capital gains even of a shorter duration.) A graduated capital gains tax also will compensate for some effects of inflation on asset values. The divergence between nominal and real capital gains is much greater for an asset held for years than for one held only for weeks. The lower tax rate on the asset held longer reduces the penalty of inflation.

Such a change in the capital gains tax should not be confused with an across-the-board tax cut. The reform can be revenue neutral—with the tax rate raised at short holding periods, when turnover is rapid, and lowered at the other end—or it can be formulated to increase or decrease the average capital gains tax rate. The revenue implications of the capital gains tax reform should be planned together with overall budgetary policy.

Recommendations Concerning Corporate Governance

The Task Force believes that "short-termism" should be countered primarily through reform in the practice and regulation of corporate governance.

In principle, the managers of corporations are employed by boards of directors, who in turn are accountable to the owners—that is, the shareholders. Many observers agree that there are serious problems with the current arrangement. A common complaint is that corporate executives may run their own ships tightly, but when they serve as directors elsewhere, they become lax. Neither is shareholder involvement through the selection of directors a credible check on management. If a group of shareholders is dissatisfied with the directors' oversight of management, and tries to obtain representation, it must traverse a mine field

* James Tobin's dissenting opinion is appended to this Report.
of hazards to wage a proxy battle, even if it controls a considerable block of shares. In practice, a full-fledged proxy fight rarely occurs.

Incentives for long-term planning provided by the threat of wholesale change through a corporate takeover or leveraged buyout also do not do the job. Although it was hoped that the threat would force managements to exploit their firms' assets fully, even if directors provided little direction, takeovers in the 1980s were as likely to target companies that were well managed as those that were not. Worse, the process systematically came to depend on speculative levels of debt that often wounded bidder and target alike. In leveraged buyouts, managers themselves took advantage of market mispricing of assets to make windfall gains at shareholders' expense through management buyouts, reflecting the fact that the management group no longer regarded itself even remotely as the custodian of shareholders' interests.

Public policy on hostile takeovers has been ambivalent, to say the least. Hostile takeovers threaten not only entrenched management but established jobs, tax bases, and other benefits to various constituencies. Barriers to hostile takeovers may be popular among those threatened by change, but they further reduce the accountability of management. The Task Force thus opposes measures such as multiconstituency legislation that have the ostensible purpose of making management accountable to the community and other stakeholders but have the actual effect of making it accountable to no one. Instead of policy to separate management from owners, we would like to see expanded direct oversight of management by owners, including major individual investors and fiduciaries.

The most popular approach to increasing owner oversight of management, as mentioned earlier, is through greater corporate democracy. Policy to promote this goal includes such measures as easier access to shareholder lists, the elimination of barriers to communication among investor groups, and, more radically, free access to the management proxy statement for full-fledged proxy contests by groups owning as little as 3 percent of the shares.

There is much we support in the corporate democracy movement but we want to draw attention to two potentially serious problems. Too often, the push for corporate democracy posits and encourages an adversarial relationship between management and ownership. In such an “us-against-them” world, owners, at best, hold management accountable. This reduces the likelihood that the overseers will be a source of useful advice for management or that information will flow freely between them. Second, greater corporate democracy can open the door to efforts by fringe
groups and individuals to tie up corporate resources in proxy battles. In seeking to pry open the proxy process, the shareholder rights movement at times seems indifferent to whether power passes to a professional corporate raider, a major pension fund, an investment bank, or a sophisticated private long-term investor. The Task Force believes that it is essential to develop corporate democracy in a way that encourages relational investing, with collaboration and a continuing dialogue between management, major owners, and financial backers. A proliferation of proxy fights and legal battles between management and owners will do little to improve management practices.

We believe that it would be valuable to reserve seats on boards of directors for directors who are nominated as elected representatives of sophisticated shareholders and to enable such shareholders easier access to each other. But more fundamental relief from our management problems may be found in the institutional arrangements in Germany and Japan, as well as historical experience with merchant banking in this country. We would like to see financial and corporate intermediaries, as well as sophisticated individual investors, take substantial ownership positions in enterprises and use these positions to work directly with managers to promote long-run competitiveness.

Of course, international and historical models must be modified by the unique features of modern American capitalism. No one would wish to leave the door open to abuses of power by a handful of holding companies. And to the extent that a merchant banking model weakens the “fire walls” between enterprises and financial intermediaries, it is important to retain safeguards that protect the integrity of the finance and payments systems in the event of failures in the nonfinancial sector; non-financial companies should not be allowed to control banks. Finally, it is important to recognize the role that non-bank financial intermediaries—especially pension funds, insurance companies, and mutual funds—might play in this country. These caveats notwithstanding, the Task Force believes that regulation should be reformed to facilitate greater active participation by sophisticated investors (defined much as similar terms have been defined by the Securities and Exchange Commission) in the companies they own.

To strengthen the relationship between large owners and management, a number of regulatory changes are necessary. Financial intermediaries—mutual and pension funds, banks, and insurance companies in particular—must be permitted, indeed encouraged, to take an active role as owners. It is likely that regulation will need to be tailored to the various intermediaries. A study of rules governing pension fund
management should precede regulatory reform in this area. The Task Force believes that SEC restraints on communication among shareholders should be relaxed, as the commission itself has just approved. Accounting rules, too, must be reformed to allow greater flexibility in the level of cross-corporate stock holdings (restrictions on equity method accounting presently penalize an intermediary that acquires more than a small interest in a firm). Tax law must remove the penalty on these holdings that, by imposing an additional layer of income tax, turns what would otherwise be an acceptable rate of return into one that is demonstrably inadequate.

The Task Force expects that in a restructured regulatory environment, new institutional investors will arise or existing mutual funds will modify themselves to become active long-term shareholders in a limited number of companies. With restrictions relaxed—on ownership levels, active participation, and communication among investors—such holding companies could pursue their self-interest by exerting constructive pressure on management.

Regardless of the means adopted to permit large owners to participate in corporate governance, these owners will play the constructive role we urge upon them only if they, too, change. As long as fiduciaries' financial officers are themselves monitored almost continuously, as long as they are expected to hold portfolios that are not just diversified but are spread thinly over hundreds of assets, as long as portfolio managers are expected only to sell and buy rather than to attempt to influence management, regulatory reform to enable more active ownership by financial intermediaries will bring few concrete changes.

Money managers must be evaluated on the basis of their performances over a longer run. It is likely that the biggest intermediaries will continue to take the lead in establishing an active role in corporate governance. Their very size limits their opportunities to play only by the "Wall Street Rule." Managers must learn to accept that sophisticated investors are not troublesome outsiders but resources to be used. If American managers can gain from long-term relationships with their financial backers, as is the case in Germany and Japan, then we all stand to gain. The skills and minds devoted to financial analysis should be contributing more to the real economy than they do today.*

* Horace J. DePodwin believes that it is important to recognize and applaud actions by a number of boards of directors of major U.S. corporations that have recently—albeit late in the game—moved to improve their governance. Additional comments by Mr. DePodwin are appended to this Report.
Recommendations Concerning Saving and Investment

If one is concerned about the long run, nothing is more important than saving for productive investment; without it, capital will be scarce, real interest rates will be high, and the investment horizon will contract: "short-termism." Investment in capital, people, and ideas is the fundamental source of economic growth. Small differences in growth rates compound into substantial differences in standard of living. History demonstrates how quickly a slow-growing world leader can become a secondary power.

It is difficult for the government to change private saving behavior. But the taxation of income from capital is an area in which reform could encourage private saving and investment. Here, too much attention has been focused on reducing capital gains taxes. An across-the-board reduction of the capital gains tax rate will serve up windfall gains on past investments that already have been undertaken. And it will create no direct incentive to lengthen the investment horizon. What is more, the preoccupation with capital gains has led to neglect of discussion of the taxation of net earnings and interest. At present, tax law encourages corporate leveraging by exempting corporate interest costs from taxes while it taxes dividends twice, first as corporate income and again as personal income.

The Task Force believes that more than reform of capital gains taxes is needed. We need comprehensive reform of taxation of income from capital. The principal element in such a reform is the equal tax treatment of debt and equity. Reform of taxation of income from capital not only would reduce disincentives toward saving and investment but also would reduce the incentive to engage in socially useless corporate restructuring that simply exploits differences in the tax treatment of debt and equity.

More equal treatment of debt and equity can be approached in various ways. The least radical proposal would simply reduce the corporate income tax rate, and remove the deductibility of corporate interest costs. Revenue neutrality can be achieved by adjusting the corporate income tax rate applied to earnings.

Concluding Comments

It is clear that the 1990s will be very different from the 1980s in financial markets. We know now that it is harder to promote growth than to make financial deals. Our energy and creativity must be redirected to ensure that the resources involved in finance contribute more to the real economy. Productive real investment depends on the laws, regulations, and the very culture and attitudes that direct the attention of savers,
owners, managers, and bankers to the long-run consequences of their actions. Financial markets, left to themselves, will not efficiently care for the long term. We need both public and private policy reform to marshal the resources in our financial markets to contribute more to our international competitiveness.
Dissent
by James Tobin

I welcome the recognition by this Task Force, with its expert and diversified membership, that managers of U.S. corporations are excessively concerned with short-term results, registered in the market prices of their securities, and that those financial market prices themselves are often poor guides for managerial decisions, because securities investors are too much swayed by transient news and too little focused on fundamental long-term values. I can believe that the recommended reorientations of corporate governance and of institutional investors' behavior would be beneficial. What is not so clear is how government policies can bring about the desired structural, attitudinal, and cultural changes. The suggested reforms of regulation and taxation work in the right directions. But they seem insufficient to effect the "relational investing" revolution.

Partly for this reason, I think the Task Force was wrong to give such short shrift to "sand in the wheels" of the financial markets. A transactions tax could reinforce the Task Force's recommendations relating capital gains tax rates to holding periods. In the sentence in which the Report dismisses the transactions tax, ease of evasion "in globalized financial markets" is the reason given. Yet with U.S. leadership, the G-7 might coordinate this and other policies. And, with some ingenuity, it should be possible to collect these taxes from transactors themselves, to the extent they were not collected in the markets where and when the exchanges took place.
Institutional conditions and practices affect corporate governance and encourage speculation in ways not fully covered by the Task Force Report. Hence, these comments are intended to point out some additional areas where reforms may be needed.

The most important conditions include one noted in the Report: the long-standing tax conventions that burden equity more heavily than debt. Debt is favored, also, by governmental limits on equity held by investment trusts. Such limits, which are sometimes set by political rather than economic criteria, generally cover equities by amount and type. These conditions enlarge the volume of both long- and short-term corporate debt and provide an incentive for leveraged buyouts. Correcting the bias that favors debt should retard the erosion of the nation’s corporate tax base.

A second set of institutional conditions and practices involves the tendency of many investors to sell securities rather than resist management actions adverse to their interests. A related problem is that independent shareholders are disadvantaged in takeovers (relative to insiders). These practices entrench managers and their boards and impair the financial and ownership claims of independent owners. Leveraged buyouts by insiders are encouraged and efforts to maximize short-run value at the expense of long-run returns may be encouraged as well. In addition, all too many directors lack independence from top executives, which only stimulates management to pursue its own interests at the expense of investors.

Accounting conventions for financial disclosure after acquisitions do not require historical income statements and per-share data to reflect the separate performances of the acquired and acquiring companies before the purchase. Consequently, the combined figures that are provided under current rules may allow an acquired company’s superior performance to obscure the inferior past performance of the acquirer. When full information on the surviving firm’s management performance is not
evident, the firm may be able to raise capital more cheaply than it should, misallocating society's financial resources.

The third category of institutional conditions concerns securities and credit regulations that discourage institutional investors from acting together, and create risks for shareowners who oppose management. In addition, poison pill and state anti-takeover laws discourage buyouts and may insulate inferior managements and boards from market forces. To the extent that shareowners interests are compromised, society's resources are misallocated.
Who's Minding the Store?

Background Paper by

Robert J. Shiller
Financial speculation—the buying or selling of financial assets with the hope of profiting from subsequent price changes—often seems to take a form that creates economic problems. Speculative behavior creates problems when it is destabilizing (that is, when it causes price movements that lack any valid economic rationale) and when it is excessive (that is, distracts attention from genuine economic decisions that should be made). If investors think that other investors will bid up or down the price of an asset in the short term, or if they think that other investors think that other investors will do so, then the investors may actually do so immediately, even if there is no good or sensible reason for the price change. The price movements that are generated by such behavior have real effects; they introduce a seemingly costly and unnecessary element of randomness in all our lives, and distract us from dealing with other economic problems. Speculative price changes in corporate equity affect real investment decisions of firms; they can cause people to be hired and fired, and they can cause companies to be taken over and reconstructed. The origins of our periodic recessions and depressions seem to have something to do with destabilizing and excessive speculation.

Many of our government agencies as well as existing and proposed financial regulations were created to deal with such speculative behavior. Much of what our Securities and Exchange Commission, Commodities Futures Trading Commission, and Federal Reserve System were set up to do is to reduce costs imposed by such behavior. With the proliferation of new financial intermediaries and new kinds of securities, futures, options, and other derivative markets, and with the recent flurry of hostile takeovers of firms, the question continues to arise whether these instruments and activities fuel destabilizing speculation, and whether they should be further regulated or even allowed to exist.

Financial speculation, of course, fulfills an important economic function: it can be stabilizing—pushing prices toward their true economic
value—rather than destabilizing. When speculators buy corporate shares and other assets that they think will appreciate in the future, and sell those that they think will depreciate, their actions tend to push today's prices toward those expected future values. When speculators are not too preoccupied with market behavior, they may tend to expect future values to be sensible (from fundamental economic considerations), and thus they may work toward creating a price today that is in accord with those considerations. Such speculators are providing a useful service to society, by collecting information about real economic values and causing prices to reflect this. Thus the question is not whether it is good to allow speculation at all, but whether it operates in an optimal manner and, ultimately, whether it takes a form that leads to serious economic costs that could be prevented by modest changes in national policy toward financial markets.

Excessive speculative behavior is widely seen as creating a bias toward "short-termism." Short-termism can afflict both investors in shares of corporations as well as the managers and directors of corporations, so that none of these is mindful of the threats to the the long-term viability of the corporations.

When their interest in speculation is excessive, investors tend to hold shares only for a very short while, and thus they do not take the time to familiarize themselves with the true long-run prospects of the companies they invest in. They do not attempt to influence the operations of the companies they own, and provide no discipline on the management of these companies.

The effect of such destabilizing and excessive speculative behavior on the managers and directors of companies whose shares are traded is to encourage them to be excessively concerned with appearances—with the likely market response to their decisions, rather than with the long-run wisdom of these decisions. This is especially true when business managers' bonuses are tied to short-run performance of the shares in their company, so they have a strong incentive to concern themselves with the behavior of the market. Then, management spends a great deal of time worrying about the next quarterly earnings report—time that may crowd out any attention to issues of the long-run profitability of the company.

When the term "short-termism" is used to refer to such problems, this suggests that these problems are tied up with the tendency of firms to underinvest—particularly in projects whose payoffs will occur in the distant future. It also suggests that the problem of short-termism may be related to inadequate national savings: inadequate funds made available to firms to invest, or excessively high cost of capital or discount rate faced by firms. But the basic problem alluded to by the term "short-termism"
is not necessarily just a problem of inadequate levels of long-term investment as conventionally measured; rather it is a lack of genuine long-term investment. The problem is short term in the sense that errors in management are the kind that won't be discovered except in the long term. We are talking here about management's sweeping problems under the rug and pretending they are not there—not management's announcing that it will not deal with long-term problems.

The concern with speculation-induced short-termism is an important and legitimate one, not only in light of economic theory but also in its association with such broader potential problems as inadequate national savings and the high cost of capital. But at the same time, we need to be careful not to implement new policies and regulations that compromise the useful benefits provided to society by speculators. In the following pages I will try to put these concerns in perspective and assess proposed policy measures that might help improve the functioning of our financial markets.
Chapter One

Speculation and Market Volatility

On October 19, 1987, the day of the worst one-day stock market drop in history, the Dow Jones Industrial Average fell 16.5 percent in two hours and forty-five minutes, from 2081 at 1:15 P.M. to 1738 at the 4:00 P.M. EDT closing. There is no sensible explanation for this dramatic price drop. No news of any conceivable significance to the nation’s corporations broke during those hours, and there is no good economic reason why the nation’s corporate equity should have lost nearly a sixth of its value in less than three hours.

None of the major studies of the stock market crash attempt to make economic sense of what happened in those hours. Often, the studies concentrate on reactions to news breaks that came days before. For example, the studies have emphasized October 14 news about the trade deficit or the House Ways and Means Committee’s proposals for taxation of mergers. While these studies give evidence that suggests that these news events affected stock prices when the news broke,¹ they do not explain why such an enormous reaction to the news breaks did not occur until five days later, between 1:15 P.M. and 4:00 P.M., on October 19, 1987.

Certainly, reactions to economic news take time to develop; investors need time to think over the consequences of news. Nonetheless, it is extremely unlikely that investors around the country would all come to their decisions at the same time. Unless they were massively using the electronic news media during those hours to reach a decision—say, discussing
the news and offering major analyses right then—there is no way that they would reach a sudden consensus. Large numbers of traders simply have no means of reaching quick decisions together; they communicate with each other only through their effects on price and volume of trade in the financial markets.

Now, there is a longstanding impression among many observers that markets are basically "efficient" and that we should assume financial price movements have a sensible cause (efficient-markets theories will be discussed at some length below). This impression is widespread among many academics in finance. It is common, too, among journalists who write about financial markets. News media commonly try to give a sensible story that accounts for stock price movements, attributing stock price movements to new data about indicators of economic growth, to new announcements by the Federal Reserve, or to new tax initiatives in Congress. But during those hours on October 19, 1987, there was no such news, nor was any new consensus reached about the meaning of recent news. People were not directly reacting to news breaks in those hours; they were observing and reacting to the actions of each other, through price and volume of trade.

There is no evidence that there was any appreciable change in people's expected discount rates or in expected corporate profits between the time just before the crash and just after it. A survey by Hoey, Rolley and Hotchkiss of institutional investment managers in September 1987 showed that the expected pretax real bond yield was 4.00 percent; in November 1987, their survey showed this expected yield had declined to 3.71 percent; this decline in the real rate of discount would suggest a rise in the stock market, not a crash. The Blue Chip Economic Indicators, a survey of fifty-one professional forecasters, showed that in the first three working days of October 1987, immediately before the crash, pretax profits (current dollars) were expected to grow 7.1 percent during the five years 1988–92 and 7.3 percent during 1993–97. In their first post-crash long-range projection survey, conducted in the first three days of March 1988, pretax profits were expected to grow 7.0 percent during 1990–94 and 7.5 percent during 1995–99. (In the March 1988 survey, pretax profits were expected to grow 2.9 percent in 1988 and 5.9 percent in 1989.) These profits forecasts do not show any substantial decline in the outlook for profits at the time of the crash.

Efficient-markets theorists, aware that there was no apparent reason for the crash on October 19, have tried to argue that the price movements themselves might carry information about what was in the minds of investors. Gerard Gennette and Hayne Leland, as well as Charles Jacklin, Allan W. Kleidon, and Paul Pfleiderer, drawing on earlier work of Sanford J.
Grossman, have argued that the price drops on October 19, 1987, might have been due to investors inferring something adverse about market liquidity from the price drops themselves. A simplified argument along these lines would be that initial price drops, due to some small news events, were perceived by investors as more than expected (based on their previous impressions of the likely response of the market to such news events). If investors underestimated the amount of stop-loss or portfolio-insurance selling, they might have thought that the October 19 price drops reflected a decline in market liquidity, and such a decline might have represented a good reason to sell. But why should market liquidity have been dramatically lower in October 1987? Gennotte and Leland argue that a decline in liquidity might have come about if there are relatively few “informed investors”—but they offer no confirming evidence (or any reason to suspect) that there was any decline in the number of informed investors.

Thus, these efficient-markets theories successfully explain how we might conceivably reconcile the crash with efficient-markets models, but they offer no empirical evidence that would support their interpretation over other interpretations. In effect, the changes they attribute to a decline in “liquidity” might be just due to market psychology. In my own questionnaire survey, conducted just after the October 1987 crash, investors were asked to give their interpretation of the crash in their own words. Most of them categorized their theories as having to do with market psychology, and their explanations seemed much more primal and less calculating than would be suggested by the efficient-markets models.

Although there are a number of special considerations to take into account regarding October 19, 1987, it appears that what happened on that day is old-fashioned speculative panic. People began to fear that, because of the fears of other investors, stock prices would crash, and in effect they created a crash in their efforts to get out of the market.

**The Significance of Excess Speculation**

The stock market crash of 1987 is a pretty clear example that price changes can come about in the absence of any good economic reason. On a normal day, when price changes are much smaller, there is usually no way to judge whether a price change is a rational reaction to news events of the day. But the 1987 crash suggests that the market has a life of its own, even on normal days.

Speculation-induced price changes need not necessarily be only price drops. The other side of speculation is the price run-ups that occur when people begin to think that future price rises are likely, and thus
start to buy. A vicious circle can then proceed in an upward direction, with price increases spurring more price increases and again and again. Speculative price changes are not necessarily confined to price changes in the aggregate stock market either; groups of stocks that investors view as related may show dramatic speculative price changes apart from the market as a whole. And, of course, speculation may occur in a wide variety of other markets: bond markets, commodity markets, real estate markets, and collectibles.

The sudden price change that occurred in the U.S. stock market on October 19, 1987, represented major changes in economic decisions, affecting the long-run plans of the corporations whose stock is traded on the exchanges. The drop in price between 1:15 P.M. and 4:00 P.M. had a direct impact on the ability of these corporations to finance new investments: the market would make something like 16.5 percent less money available to companies in exchange for new issues of their stock, and hence 16.5 percent less of an opportunity for these companies to invest by equity issue in new plant and equipment, in research and development, or market penetration. And yet, clearly, no information about the long-run profitability of the companies was responsible for this change in price. In this sense, some short-term speculative considerations had an impact on the long-term decisions of our corporations.

The kind of costs of speculation that we see in the stock market are found in other markets as well. The market for real estate provides an example of these costs that is familiar to most of us. The housing and land market has shown a tendency to go into occasional booms, followed by periods of slack demand and sagging prices; these phenomena cannot always be explained in terms of fundamentals such as population movements or business conditions.6

During a real estate boom, for example, people who had planned to buy a house in the future begin to worry that if they wait they will not be able to afford to do so; they may buy sooner than they wanted to, thereby fueling the boom. During a real estate boom, young single people may buy and occupy houses suitable for large families—houses that are more a burden than a pleasure for them—just to make sure that they will have a house later. At the same time, somewhat poorer families with children, who might have been able to afford these houses had there not been a real estate boom, remain in cramped quarters. Builders then have an incentive to overbuild the housing stock, since the price of housing becomes high relative to construction costs, thus widening their profit margins. Later, after the boom is over, there may be too much housing for the long-term demand, and we may again see people owning and occupying houses that they do not want—holding on in the hope
that there will be a pickup in demand (and in price). The market psychology after the boom may then contribute to a business recession as well.

**Short-Termism and Speculation**

Many characterizations of speculative behavior, even on the part of investment professionals, include a claim that the behavior is in some sense short term in objectives or motives. In 1936, John M. Keynes made the point that “the actual, private object of most skilled investment today is to ‘beat the gun. . . .’ This battle of wits to anticipate the basis of conventional wisdom a few months hence, rather than the prospective yield of an investment over a long term of years, does not even require gulls among the public to feed the maws of the professional; it can be played by professionals amongst themselves.”

Speculators, however, need not have a short-term focus, as was noted over fifty years ago by Benjamin Graham and David L. Dodd:

> An investment authority on common stocks has recently defined an investment [versus speculation] as any purchase made with the intention of holding it for a year or longer; but this definition is admittedly suggested by its convenience rather than its penetration. The inexactness of this suggested rule is shown by the circumstance that short-term investment is a well-established practice. Long-term speculation is equally well established as a useful fact (when the purchaser holds on hoping to make up a loss), and it is also carried on to some extent as an intentional undertaking.

Still, it is perhaps the case that much speculation is concentrated on relatively short-term trading, and the use of the term “short-termism” to refer to speculation has had a long history.

The sense in which speculative behavior involves “short-term” biases in thinking may be that speculators, who are by definition concerned with price changes, are concerned with changes in market valuations of the long stream of future cash flows that an asset is claim to, rather than with changes in the long stream of cash flows itself; since price is the valuation at a point of time of a claim on this long stream, the former changes are of shorter time span than the latter.

This short-termism on the part of investors, this tendency of investors to be concerned with price changes, rather than with changes in the long stream of cash flows, means that there is an incentive for the managers of firms whose shares are traded to play up to or even fool the market.
So long as the managers of firms whose shares are traded benefit from an increase in share price, there will be a short-term bias in management activities. Short-termism on the part of managers is a tendency to manage so as to look good to the market; that is, to do what investors think other investors want, to deceive investors about the outlook for the future cash flows of the company and to undertake activities that look good to such investors even if the activities reduce the outlook for such cash flows. This notion of investor and managerial short-termism does not necessarily imply any tendency for managers of firms whose shares are traded to tend to spend too little on investment in the future of the business on the whole; they may even tend to make too many long-term investments if the making of these investments fools investors in such a way as to boost today’s price. But this is still short-term behavior on the part of the managers, since it will be discovered to be bad behavior in the longer term. The bad effects of speculation are related to the short-term in the sense that they are due to an “information gap” between investors and managers—a gap that necessarily disappears in the long-term when cash flows are revealed.

Concern about speculation or “short-termism” in our financial markets has been expressed countless times over the past few years, both in the United States and in other countries. This concern is so widely expressed because evidence of destabilizing speculation is so easily found in everyday life. But it is less easy to know how the government and business sector ought to deal with such speculation, and how to formulate policies that are in the best national interest.
Chapter Two

Recent Concerns and Policy Proposals

Concern about the problems caused by financial speculation is hardly new. Thomas Jefferson, in a 1787 letter to George Washington, wrote that “the wealth acquired by speculation and plunder is fugacious in its nature and fills society with the spirit of gambling.” Theodore Roosevelt, in his message to Congress on January 31, 1908, said that “there is no moral difference between gambling at cards or in lotteries or on the race track and gambling in the stock market. One method is just as pernicious to the body politic as the other kind and in degree the evil worked is far greater.”

In the past decade, a great deal of attention has been focused on the speculative behavior of institutional investors, rather than individual investors. Institutional investors are professionals who manage large investment portfolios representing such things as pensions, trusts, endowments, or insurance reserves. Recent concerns about speculation have taken on a new form and new sense of urgency, however, in reaction to changes in financial markets:

Senator Lloyd Bentsen, chairman of the Senate Finance Committee said: “I’m deeply concerned about the churning of stocks and short-term horizons. That’s been particularly true of the pension managers and some of the tax-free funds.”1
Felix Rohatyn wrote in a *Wall Street Journal* op-ed piece: “The fundamental weakness in the securities markets, world-wide, is the result of excessive speculation, excessive use of credit, and inadequate regulation. This speculative behavior is not driven by individuals, as it was in the 1920′s, but by such institutions as pension funds, banks, savings and loans, and insurance companies.”

Senator Nancy Kassebaum wrote in a *New York Times* article: “At the Senate Banking Committee’s recent hearings on industrial productivity, the witnesses included an impressive array of investment bankers, economists, and corporate leaders. Their assessment was urgent and unequivocal: We must ‘lengthen’ institutional investors’ short-term mentality. Otherwise, we face the prospect of losing our status as a major industrial power.”

A bill to reduce speculation, S.1654, introduced by Senator Kassebaum, the Excessive Churning and Speculation Act of 1989, deals with certain institutional investors: employer pension plans. This would impose a tax on the short-term capital gains of pension-fund portfolios, currently untaxed, to discourage them from trying to make short-term trading profits—that is, to discourage them from speculating. Although this 1989 bill is now dead, the content of the bill still has substantial support, and similar provisions are likely to be considered with the next capital gains tax initiative in Congress.

One reason why the speculative behavior of institutional investors is perceived as causing special problems is the alertness of such investors to new trends and their ability to move large sums of money around very quickly. Institutional investors today use computers to enable them to buy or sell large baskets of stocks simultaneously. They now also have computer-generated trading strategies, which may cause automatic purchases or sales to be made. One widely cited factor in the stock market crash of 1987 was the “portfolio insurance” programs that caused a lot of automatic sales of baskets of stocks on that day.

Associated with the rise of institutional investors and the increased professionalization of financial management has been the development of a variety of derivative financial products: futures on stock price indexes, options on index futures, options on actuals, and other synthetic equities traded over the counter. The stock index futures market was initiated in the United States in 1982. Since then, the volume of trade on the Standard and Poor’s 500 stock index contract has been at times greater than that of the New York Stock Exchange itself. These derivative products make new kinds of speculative strategies possible or make it cheaper to
undertake some old strategies, and some think that because of the specula­tive activities they encourage, new regulations should be imposed to discourage these markets:

▲ Louis Lowenstein testified before a congressional committee that: “Futures Markets are worse than useless. They distort the process by which capital markets are supposed to allocate resources to their most productive uses. They divert attention from the business fundamentals that are the market’s proper concern.”

▲ James Tobin wrote: “The country cannot afford all the markets that enthusiasts may dream up.”

While the complete abolition of financial futures markets is an extreme proposal, a number of proposals that are more likely to be instituted would hamper these markets.

The 1980s have seen a major takeover movement. Companies whose equity is perceived as underpriced by certain large institutions may find themselves bought out by these institutions, which may then make major changes in the structure of the company. Associated with these takeovers is often an enormous swing in the price of the shares in the target company, and shareholders and potential investors in the target company may find themselves more concerned with the potential for these price movements than with the underlying business of the company. Many states have enacted anti-takeover laws that would discourage such “speculative” activity.

The Pennsylvania anti-takeover law was enacted in 1990, during a control battle between Armstrong Industries and the Belzberg group. Proponents of the law cited concern about the kind of disruption successful takeovers might cause on the lives of employees, communities, and other interests. The bill was, in fact, promoted as a measure to deal with the very “short-termism” that we discuss here. The New York Times quoted Steven H. Wallman, a lawyer at the Washington, D.C., firm of Covington and Burling, who drafted the bill, as saying: “We’ve seen our country go from a major world power to the now-now-ism of a short-term orientation. . . . The Pennsylvania vote shows we want to go back to that long-term view.”

The alleged problems of short-termism and speculation are also tied up in many people's minds with other problems in our society. Policy measures aimed at these might also have an impact on speculative behavior.

For example, associated with the recent concern about speculation and with financial deals has been a recent concern about a decline in
the "work ethic" in the United States. People are concerned about a
decline in commitment to do a good job in one's everyday occupation,
about a rise in expectations among Americans that wealth should
come easily, an increased admiration of dealmakers and salesmen
rather than producers. There is no evidence, though, that people are
getting lazy; in fact, people are thought to be more competitive and
are putting themselves under increasing pressure to work hard. But such
competitive tendencies do not necessarily correspond to tendencies to
admire people who feel a commitment to doing ordinary jobs well.

According to William McGowan, an observer of social trends:
"While a less forgiving economic climate gives people obvious incen-
tives to work harder and be more focused in their careers, the pressures
of tighter times also put a gun to the head, denying the necessary
slack to make moves where the return isn't readily apparent or
guaranteed... the machinery we have set up to test competitive abil-
ities also encourages early and empty achievement devoid of long-term
payback for society as a whole."

There is also a recent concern about a decline in ethical stan-
dards. The Boesky scandal and the Milken scandal call to mind the
range of similar scandals that took place in the 1920s speculative boom.
These news stories suggest a decline in a sense of the importance of
trust in business dealings over the past decade. The recent buyouts
of corporations financed with junk bonds involved some abrogation
of trust to various stakeholders in the corporations. Preexisting
bondholders were hurt when the quality rating of their bonds
dropped sharply. Some employees who had been led to believe that
the company would try to provide job security to them felt that implic-
it contracts had been abrogated.

The savings and loan crisis (the recent insolvency of many feder-
ally insured savings and loan associations, and the consequent need for
the federal government to pay depositors at these insolvent institutions)
is often taken as further evidence of a decline in ethics. When savings
and loan associations were deregulated, allowing them to pay high rates
of interest to attract deposits, there was inadequate policing of their
investments, and many savings and loans pursued a high-risk invest-
ment/high deposit interest rate strategy.

The more conservative savings and loans could no longer compete
for deposits when others offered such high deposit interest rates, and
so many managers of savings and loans found that they had either to
quit or to emulate the same strategy. Business standards fell widely,
and in some cases so far that some savings and loan managements
committed outright fraud.
I will not attempt here to deal with all of these apparent ills of society, but will concentrate instead on the problems directly associated with financial speculation, and the policy measures aimed directly at these. Doing just this is not easy, however, as there is no substantial agreement on how we should think about speculation.
Concerns about speculation-induced price movements are generally motivated by what may be called behavioral theories of financial markets. Behavioral theories describe the origins of price movements in terms of patterns of human behavior, such as tendencies toward gambling or tendencies to adopt current fashions.

Standing in diametric opposition to the behavioral theories is the efficient-markets theory of financial markets. According to this theory, when financial assets are traded on competitive markets, their prices accurately reflect all public information about the intrinsic value of the asset—and nothing else. In other words, to quote one major textbook in finance, “every security’s price equals its investment value at all times.” This theory might be described as saying that we needn’t look at any patterns of human behavior as resulting in price movements, since people do nothing else but rationally use all information to find the best possible investments for themselves.

Both of these theories have a wide following. In this chapter, I will examine these theories for the elements of truth in each. I will argue that both behavioral and efficient-markets theories have some merit; neither is adequate by itself to explain the behavior of financial markets. Then I will discuss the implications of speculative behavior on prices—in particular, the tendency for price “bubbles” to occur. A bubble is a protracted increase in speculative prices, but an increase that, by its very nature, cannot be sustained indefinitely; the bubble must eventually burst.
There are both rational bubbles and behavioral bubbles; the latter mediated by faddish behavior, focal points, and popular models. Finally, I will discuss what this all means for the ability of financial markets to allocate resources effectively.

**Behavioral Theories of Financial Markets**

Many behavioral theories of financial markets include the following elements: the tendency toward gambling behavior, the tendency to be overly influenced by current fashions and fads, the tendency toward overconfidence in one's own abilities and good luck, and the tendency to apply attention irregularly.

Gambling behavior is a psychological phenomenon that is found in all cultures, all walks of life. According to a Survey Research Center study of gambling in the United States, many percent of the adult population placed some kind of bet in 1974; 48 percent placed bets on one or more commercial form of gambling. Of those who placed bets, the average total wager in 1974 was $387, or about $1,000 in today's prices. The study concluded that 1.1 percent of men and 0.5 percent of women are probably "compulsive gamblers," who have so much trouble controlling the gambling impulse that they experience difficulties managing their lives. Although these are small percentages of the entire population, it is likely that a much higher fraction of the population shares some of the characteristics of compulsive gamblers.

Gamblers tend not to be simply "risk lovers," who like to take chances. They tend to develop an ego involvement in a particular form of gambling. They tend to think either that they are expert in playing that game or that they have a winning hand or string of luck in that game. Playing that particular game is often described by gamblers as yielding a sort of "high," an aroused and pleasurable sensation that chases away their cares, a high that can even be addictive.

In gambling behavior, there is often too much of a belief in the uniqueness of events occurring at the present time, too much of a tendency to assume that a run of good luck will continue, too much of a tendency to disregard sobering evidence. This is essentially the error that many have alluded to who note that Graham and Dodd's classic advocacy of long-term investment is the "most widely read, and most widely ignored" book. The error in thinking that simple comparisons with past statistics are irrelevant and that the present offers unique opportunities is not exactly an error in self control, as some suggest. Because there is true uncertainty, the behavior in any one instance is not clearly an error at all, and the gambling aspect of behavior may play a role here only in
pushing people to an action amid uncertainty (more on true uncertainty below). Even someone who is very intelligent may sell on the day of a stock market crash because of his or her emotions, given that there is no objective reason not to sell.

A tendency to "follow the crowd" and adopt opinions that are currently in vogue among one's associates has been studied extensively by sociologists. Of course, people do not just believe anything that they hear others around them expressing, but there are well-confirmed biases in judgment that social psychologists have identified through experiments. Consider the classic experiment of Sherif on the "autokinetic effect." Subjects in this experiment were placed in a totally darkened room and asked to watch a point of light emitted from a small box to judge its movements: they were to report to the experimenter the direction and magnitude, in inches, of its movements. In fact, the light was not moving at all—although this was hard to verify—since there was no frame of reference in the total darkness with which to judge its position. If subjects were placed in groups so that they could hear each other's answers, the individuals tended to arrive, without discussion, at consensuses on the amount of movement. The consensuses differed across groups. When subjects were interviewed afterward, they usually showed little awareness of the influence of the group on their own answers.

Because of extensive interaction with each other and through opinion leaders in the media, large numbers of investors may tend to think similarly, so that their actions do not tend to average out across investors and hence they have a market impact. Word-of-mouth diffusion of opinions among investors may also cause a classic "epidemic" of opinion change, like those of contagious diseases. The dynamics of the spread of investing attitudes may resemble those of the spread of a disease if attitudes are spread primarily from individual to individual. Social psychologists have found that "any impact that the mass media have on opinion change is less than that produced by informal face-to-face communication of the person with his primary groups, his family, his friends, coworkers and neighbors." Indeed, this fact has long been recognized by television advertisers, who commonly try to give the impression (using actors) of such peer communication.

Overconfidence, a tendency to feel in control of circumstances or to feel that one's own knowledge is superior to that of others, has been often remarked in the psychological literature. One often gets the impression, in talking with investors, of overconfidence in their own opinions, though it is, of course, hard to judge the validity of these impressions.

In a recent survey prepared for the New York Stock Exchange by Dean Witter Financial Services Group and A. G. Edwards & Sons, shareowners
were asked how strongly they agreed with the statement: "If you study companies carefully you can pick a winner in the stock market." Of the five hundred respondents, 18 percent strongly agreed, 42 percent agreed somewhat, 21 percent disagreed somewhat, 15 percent disagreed strongly, and 4 percent had no opinion. The 18 percent who strongly agreed may have a substantial effect on market prices; certainly the 60 percent who agree at least somewhat can. This was a survey of individuals, not investment professionals, but there is no reason to think that pension officers are completely different.

In a survey that I did of both wealthy individual and institutional investors just after the stock market crash of 1987, I asked investors: "Did you think at any point on October 19, 1987, that you had a pretty good idea when a rebound was to occur?" Of the individual investors, 29 percent said "yes"; of the institutional investors, 28 percent said "yes." While this percentage represents a minority of investors, it is a very substantial minority—far larger than the percent of investors who trade on any given day or week—and these people are capable of influencing the market very substantially.

Certainly, there was no scientific or objective basis for an opinion on October 19, 1987, as to when the rebound would occur. The day was one of a record price drop, for which there were no historical precedents. From the respondents' written explanations of their thinking on the questionnaire, it appears that they were guessing the course of future prices based on intuitive theories of price continuation or reversal or on the psychology of other investors—hardly theories that ought to inspire great confidence.

Lapses of attention are another problem that afflict decisionmaking even of very intelligent people. The history of human achievement is one of great successes when attention is lavished on narrow areas of endeavor, and at the same time a history of opportunities overlooked. Thus, obvious important considerations for investment professionals may long be overlooked—for example, accounting properly for defined-benefit pension obligations or diversifying one's portfolio abroad. Factors that had once been overlooked may suddenly be appreciated, and may even lead to an investment fad.

The effect of all these judgment errors on market prices need not work primarily through the actual commission of the errors. Rather, given this behavior, investors may think that others will make the errors. For example, one might well give in to a gambler's impulse to sell on the day of a stock market crash because of a quite rational suspicion that others are feeling the same impulse. Or, one might sell then because one thinks that others will suspect that others will sell on the impulse.
Determining whose impulses are responsible for the selling becomes elusive. Because the responsibility for speculative impulses gets lost like this, institutional investors, for all their training and superior knowledge and professionalism, may be as likely to be the transmitters of the speculative impulses as individual investors.

The Efficient-Markets Theory

The financial markets exist as a capital-allocation mechanism: they stand between the providers of investment funds (the savers) and the users of investment dollars (the corporations that invest in their business the money they obtain from new issues). According to efficient-markets theory, the stock market functions as a place where everyone’s information about opportunities for investment, both short term and long term, is optimally pooled, resulting in optimal prices of financial assets and an optimal allocation of investment dollars: dollars are funneled to the corporations that can best use them in building factories, expanding operations, and so on. The allocation, moreover, comes at the time when the corporations can best use the funds.

According to the efficient-markets theory, any price movements, such as those at the time of the stock market crash of 1987, must therefore be due to some sensible news about economic fundamentals. There is a good reason why every price is where it is, and there are no bargains in the stock market. Under the efficient-markets hypothesis, there is no point in trying to pick stocks that are good values and that will perform well. One might as well throw darts at the financial page to select which investments to buy and which to sell. According to this hypothesis, there is no point in trying to time when to go in or out of the market. One might as well come into or pull out of the stock market whenever it strikes one’s fancy to do so. Moreover, if markets are truly efficient, it is impossible as well to do systematically badly with one’s investments, by picking the wrong investments or by coming into the market at the wrong time; for if one could do that, then one could also do well by doing the opposite, and that would contradict the efficient-markets hypothesis. Thus, there is no need to protect naive investors from their ignorance, so long as they are trading on competitive markets.

The term “efficient markets” was first popularized in the 1960s, but the concept that markets ought to be efficient has a history that may be as long as the history of concern with speculation. Over a hundred years ago, George Gibson wrote that when “shares become publicly known in an open market, the value which they acquire there may be regarded as the judgment of the best intelligence concerning them.” The tension
between this view, as enunciated by Gibson, and the alternative view that speculative behavior influences financial markets, has continued for over a century.

Over fifty years ago, John T. Flynn, a prominent U.S. journalist and economic adviser, vigorously denounced this efficient-markets view: "The argument assumes that professional speculators make expert studies of the financial condition and earning powers of corporations and with this as a guide put a price on stocks which price the market follows. Of course, this assumption is utterly without foundation.... These men give little thought to the financial condition or earnings of corporations. They are concerned wholly with one problem—will someone be willing to pay a point or two or three more tomorrow or the next day or next week or next month for the shares which they propose to buy today? The determining factors in the problem are credit conditions, market psychology, the general situation, good publicity, and, in many cases, the state of operations being carried on in the shares by insiders. Thus, prices are fixed without any reference whatever to actual investment values. And the speculative values which control the price fixing are concerned not with the long term growth possibilities of the underlying business, but with the short term gyrations of the prices."\(^{11}\)

Why, despite the evidence that speculation and psychology influence financial markets—which was so convincing to Flynn and others—has the efficient-markets hypothesis appealed to so many? There are several, interrelated arguments for the efficient-markets hypothesis. These arguments are of some merit and do indeed suggest that some very approximate version of the efficient-markets theory holds, although they do not rule out that price movements are primarily speculative.

The simplest argument for market efficiency is based on the observation that there is a lot of smart money. Wall Street professionals are seeking bargains in the financial markets. These professionals should have the effect of bidding up the prices of underpriced assets. Within minutes of the time that some good news becomes public, some of these professionals will buy, perhaps until price increases eliminate the incentive to do so. Moreover, they can sell or short assets after bad news, tending to bring asset prices back down rapidly to their true investment value after the news. There is certainly an element of truth to this argument for efficient-markets theory.

But how much could these "smart money" traders influence the market? The answer depends on the amount of wealth that these traders have to invest (as well as the elasticity of demand of other investors). If one's impression is that the amount of wealth in the hands of smart money is very large, then one might well conclude that the efficient-
markets hypothesis ought to be a fairly accurate description of what goes on in financial markets. If one's impression is that there is relatively little smart money, then one might conclude that the smart money may not have enough influence over market prices to make them efficient.

There is an argument that smart money may tend to become more influential over time, because smart money investors tend to make money and hence to accumulate wealth. The conclusion that many have drawn is that smart money will take over the stock market. This "survival of the fittest" argument certainly has some validity.

For example, suppose there were a profit opportunity that arose, let us say, thirty times a year and made 10 percent overnight for a person who invested in the right asset at the right time. Let us say, to elaborate, that the price of certain stocks tends to fall right after a certain kind of news break, because jumpy institutional investors overreact to the news break, creating a temporary bargain for a smart investor, and that the price always rebounds by 10 percent the next day. Someone with $1,000 to invest who became aware of this profit opportunity and on every occasion made the right investment would, if the profit opportunities kept arising, have $17,449 after one year, $304,481 after two years, $5,313,016 after three years, $1.6 billion in five years, and $2.6 quadrillion in ten years, which is vastly more than the entire world wealth. This vast wealth would accrue to anyone with any money at all who saw the profit opportunity, assuming such a profit opportunity was continually available.

Clearly, though, such a profit opportunity cannot persist; the investors' effect on price would eliminate the profit opportunity. Even if only one investor with very modest means becomes aware of the profit opportunity, that investor's wealth would become so big that the effect of his trading should work toward eliminating the profit opportunity.

While there is an element of truth to this argument for the efficient-markets theory, it does not support the claim that other kinds of profit opportunities that are less frequent or less reliable will be eliminated. Suppose, for example, that it were a fact in 1986—a fact that a number of smart money investors were able to perceive—that the junk-bond-financed takeover attempts bid prices up too high and that failure of these deals would likely occur in a few years. Here, the smart money will have little tendency to eliminate the price discrepancy. The smart money could arrange, by short sales, to profit ultimately from the crash in the junk-bond market, but they would have to wait years for this to happen. The timing of the crash is not such a sure thing that they could leverage themselves dramatically to take great advantage of this knowledge.

Another argument in support of the efficient-markets theory is based on the assertion that a large empirical literature has found that it is
difficult to predict price changes (or, better, abnormal returns, properly defined) on speculative assets. It is true that many studies have not been able to find a forecastable component of price changes or abnormal returns, and earlier interpretations of the literature concluded that no substantial evidence against market efficiency had been found. Given this, there is apparently some element of partial truth to this argument for the efficient-markets hypothesis.

Now, however, there are many studies that have found that returns appear to be forecastable. I, as well as Stephen LeRoy and Richard Porter, found evidence that stock prices are so volatile relative to fundamentals that returns must be forecastable. Werner DeBondt and Richard Thaler found that stocks that did abnormally poorly in the past tend to do well subsequently, and those that did abnormally well in the past tend to do relatively poorly subsequently. James M. Poterba and Lawrence H. Summers found that the variance of returns increases too slowly relative to the implications of efficient-markets models as the period of time over which returns are measured is increased, thereby suggesting that some “mean reversion” and forecastability exists in stock market returns. Eugene F. Fama and Kenneth R. French found that while short-period returns are not very forecastable, long-horizon returns (measured over years rather than days or months) are substantially forecastable. These studies, while widely acknowledged, remain somewhat controversial.

There is enough truth to the arguments for efficient-markets theory to give it some value for policy analysis. We might refer to the theory, for example, if there were a bill in Congress that would ask the SEC or another government agency to try to stabilize the day-to-day movements in stocks, with the purpose, let us say, of preventing “jumpy” institutional investors from overreacting to news events on a short-term basis. We might argue, based on efficient-markets theory, that there would hardly be any point to this, since we can be pretty confident that smart money investors in the stock markets would already have eliminated such a major short-run profit opportunity. If the government were to attempt to stabilize stock prices by buying when the price was low and selling when the price was high, then the government would wind up doing the same thing that speculators are doing. The plus side of this is that the government should be able to make money by following this strategy. On the other hand, one might ask how the government can succeed in carrying out such a strategy, since any government employee who has the ability to carry out such a strategy has an incentive to quit and do it for himself. These arguments against short-run government stabilization efforts, however, do not seem to extend to all efforts by
government to reduce the probability of events like the stock market crash of 1987.

**Rational Bubbles**

If all investors are very intelligent and rational and know that all investors are very intelligent and rational, could a speculative boom or crash occur? Efficient-markets theory, as usually interpreted, would seem to say no. Rational investors, knowing that other investors are rational, would conclude that a speculative boom or crash just cannot happen, and so they would do nothing to make it happen.

But if other investors do not behave in accordance with this expectation, then it may not be rational for any single investor to follow it either. If other investors are causing the market price to rise, then it will be rational for any given investor to buy too, and enjoy the profits of a price rise: the bubble grows. If other investors are about to make the market crash, then a given rational investor might be well advised to get out too, and might rationally do something—for example, sell—that contributes to a stock market crash: the bubble bursts. Since any given rational investor may be buying or selling for speculative reasons, why shouldn’t one presume that all people who are rational and intelligent will do so?

This insight suggests the possibility of “rational bubbles.” Here, short-termism arises not because of anyone’s shortsightedness, or anyone’s stupidity, but because it is rational to behave thus, given that everyone else is behaving this way. Rational bubble models admit of multiple economic equilibriums: If everyone assumes that a crash can’t happen, then it won’t happen. That’s one economic equilibrium. On the other hand, if everyone assumes a crash could happen on any day with a certain probability, and it does happen with that probability, then that is another economic equilibrium. Within each equilibrium, everyone is satisfied with his or her own way of behaving; given the consequences they observe of their behavior, they will not want to change it. Equilibrium, in this sense, does not mean that prices are stable—only that patterns of behavior are stable.

These rational bubble models confront a theoretical problem: How can periodic crashes be part of an economic equilibrium? If an investor knows that periodic crashes occur, and that the consequences are temporary, then can’t he profit by trading differently—by working contrary to the crash when it occurs and buying when prices are low? Wouldn’t this tend to eliminate the crash?
One way to salvage the basic notion of a rational bubble is to take account of the true uncertainty that characterizes the actual economy, and the limitations of intelligent behavior as we know it—that is, the inevitable limitations of even the brightest investors.

Frank Knight noted the importance for economic theory of the distinction between "risk" and "uncertainty." According to Knight, one observes risk when one knows the probabilities and knows the relevant correlations. Risk can be dealt with systematically by pooling risks (insurance companies deal with risks on a systematic basis). With true uncertainty, on the other hand, according to Knight, there is no knowledge of—or any way to find a group of similar instances from which to infer—probabilities or correlations with other events; the event under consideration seems to be unique. Knight wrote that "it is this true uncertainty which by preventing the theoretically perfect outworking of the tendencies of competition gives the characteristic form of 'enterprise' to economic organization as a whole and accounts for the peculiar income of the entrepreneur." An event like the stock market crash of 1987 may be considered unique. It was by far the biggest one-day drop in stock market history. It might be compared with the stock market crash of 1929, but so many things were different then that it is probably hopeless to try to learn from this earlier episode. Moreover, one is never sure whether smaller, day-to-day stock market movements should not also be considered unique; the economic environment is always changing, history always moves forward. Because those making economic decisions are faced with true uncertainty, even the best professionals find themselves guessing or relying on intuitive judgments, and they are capable of major error.

**Behavioral Bubbles: Feedback, Focal Points, and Popular Models**

An alternative to the rational bubble model is a behavioral bubble model. The idea is essentially the same, but a behavioral bubble model relies on behavior that is not quite rational for everyone. Thus, an initial price increase in a speculative asset sometimes encourages some investors to think that such price increases will continue. Since we are dropping the notion that everyone is completely rational, the tendency of a bubble to grow depends on investors' variable tendencies to think this way. These investors may enter buy orders so that they can profit from the future price increases, thereby causing further price increases. These further price increases may encourage yet more investors into the market, and so on; a feedback loop—that is, a vicious circle—creates an upward
trend in prices; the bubble grows. In a behavioral bubble, however, in contrast to a rational bubble model, the growth (and burst) of the bubble does not have an inexorable logic to it; it may pause for a while or fizzle, depending on the variable social behavior of people.

Booms and crashes do not happen every day, and so some conditions must be changing from time to time that make the feedback operative at some times and not at others. Speculative booms tend to occur only in periods when rising earnings or other indicators seem to confirm the feeling of optimism. Moreover, speculative booms are not characterized by a steady upward march of prices, as the rational bubble story describes. The upward path of prices during a speculative boom is not so easily distinguished from a realization of a random walk (where day-to-day price movements seem largely random up and down). There are nearly as many down days as up days during a “bull market.” And speculative booms usually do not terminate in dramatic crashes.\footnote{22}

It is critical to understand that feedback of price increases to further price increases does not operate in a knee-jerk manner. People have theories or models of the economy; these popular theories and models change from time to time, causing the feedback mechanism to change. Moreover, people respond to many news events other than price changes—in ways that depend on the popular theories and models of the time.

Much of the seemingly erratic behavior of speculative markets seems to be tied up with news stories that might plausibly be interpreted as giving rational reasons for stock market movements. The stock market often moves sharply immediately after news breaks, and one is led to wonder, since the reaction to the news was so sharp, if the investors who set market prices might really know that the news is important to the future profits of corporations. But the importance of the news breaks does not seem to relate closely to the magnitude of the price movements.\footnote{23}

One example is illustrative. On Friday, October 13, 1989, the stock market took a major one-day drop. The drop came immediately after a news break: the announcement that a leveraged buyout deal for the UAL Corporation, the parent of United Airlines, had fallen through. Because the stock market drop appeared within minutes of this news break, it seemed highly likely that the news break was the trigger. But the UAL Corporation accounted for less than two-tenths of 1 percent of the value of the aggregate stock market, so it is hard to see how this one news break could rationally account for such a big market drop. Theories were expressed that the UAL news might have been interpreted by the market as a watershed event, which would be followed by failures of all attempted buyouts in the future. But these theories did not give any cogent
reason why this little piece of bad news about buyouts should be interpreted as a watershed development.

William Feltus and I collected some evidence suggesting that the UAL news was not interpreted by the market as having any fundamental significance, but rather that the news was just a focal point on which other investors might have been presumed to wish to sell.24 By a focal point, I mean just some event, even an irrelevant event, that might suggest that it is time for the market to move, and so it moves because people expect it to move. Imagine, by analogy, a game of tug-of-war, involving a large number of people, which has become stalemated: neither side is winning. The game may suddenly turn after something (say, someone shouts something) that suggests that others think it time to pull harder, or to give up.25

On October 16 and 17, 1989, we conducted 101 telephone interviews with investment professionals. We asked them:

> Which of the following two statements better represents the view you held last Friday:

1. The UAL news of Friday afternoon will reduce future takeovers, and so the UAL news is a sensible reason for the sudden drop in stock prices.

2. The UAL news of Friday afternoon should be viewed as a focal point or attention grabber, which prompted investors to express their doubts about the stock market.

Only 30 percent of the investment professionals picked “1”; 50 percent picked “2”; the rest had no opinion or gave no answer. Some further evidence on this matter is suggestive that the content of the news was not important. We asked:

> Did you hear about the UAL news before you heard about the market drop on Friday afternoon, or did you hear about the UAL news later as an explanation for the drop in the stock market?

Only 36 percent said they heard the news before the drop; 53 percent said they heard it later, as an explanation for the drop.

Why this news seemed a good focal point at that time is something that we do not understand; perhaps it had something to do with other recent news that had been received about takeovers, or perhaps it was due to the fact that October 13, 1989, was the Friday closest to the second anniversary of the tumultuous Friday before the stock market crash
of October 19, 1987, or even to the fact that it was a Friday the 13th. But other anniversaries or Friday the 13ths have not been extremely eventful.26

In answering the question why the UAL news became a focal point, it is important to stress that it is not the content of the news that we should consider but the reaction that investors thought the market would have to the news. The reaction to the news is complicated and intellectual, and at the same time it is fundamentally speculative, and not to be understood in completely rational terms.

The popular theories and models that create an environment in which news events are selected as focal points are spread by word-of-mouth communications and investment media. The transmission of these theories and models may be slow, but communications and study by investors, especially investment professionals, are effective enough to cause changes in the broad pool of popular models and theories.27

Competition among the smart money investors tends to reduce the effects of popular theories or models, which might otherwise more dramatically affect prices (creating sharp profit opportunities), but leaves a transformed effect of these theories and models on market prices. According to one model, the smart money serves to make the market price a sort of present value expected by smart money of both future dividends and future demand by ordinary investors.28

**Short-Termism and Behavioral Bubbles**

It was noted above that excessive speculation is not logically connected with a short-term outlook, but perhaps the tendency to equate excessive speculation with short-termism reflects some basic tendencies of human behavior. We have collected some information on such short-term tendencies.

In July 1989, Fumiko Kon-Ya, Yoshiro Tsutsui, and I sent questionnaires to four hundred institutional investors in the United States, to four hundred institutional investors in Japan, and to four hundred wealthy individual investors in the United States, asking them about their attitudes toward the stock market.29 We sought, by asking questions about their investment strategies, to find out how they decide whether to hold stocks. They were asked to specify whether they have a speculative intent and what their trading horizons are. Specifically, the questionnaire asked:

> Although I expect a substantial drop in stock prices in the U.S. ultimately, I advise being relatively heavily invested in stocks for the time being because I think that prices are likely to rise for a while.
Circle one number; if you circle 1, also indicate date

1. True. Your best guess for the date of peak:__/__/__

2. False.

3. No opinion.

A substantial number of both individual and institutional investors answered “true” to this question, thereby indicating disbelief in the efficient-markets theory. Of the American institutional investors (154 respondents), 34 percent said true, (53 percent said no, and 13 percent had no opinion), while among individual investors (119 respondents), 44 percent said true (44 percent said no, and 13 percent had no opinion). (The sum exceeds 100 percent because of rounding,) Japanese institutional investors showed a similar tendency to think that people often were well advised to hold stocks only for the short term.

Those who answered “true” tended to make relatively short-term price forecasts. Of the American investors, both institutional and individual, who filled in their best guess for the date of the peak, two-thirds gave a date less than six months in the future; about 90 percent gave a date less than twelve months in the future.

Another question asked about price declines. The answers to this question revealed that an additional 25 percent of both individual and institutional American investors advised staying relatively less invested in stocks for the time being; these investors also tended strongly to think that the bottom of the market would come in less than a year.

These answers suggest that in July 1989, most investors were either relatively heavily in the market and thinking of reducing their holdings in the near future (hoping to exit before anticipated price drops) or were relatively lightly in the market and thinking of increasing their holdings after the market dropped. Although there was a strong difference of opinion among investors as to the direction of the market (recall our tug-of-war analogy above), there was relative consensus that the market ought to make its turn in the near future. The six- to twelve-month horizon for these anticipated moves was provided by the respondents, not suggested by our questions.

Speculation and Resource Allocation

What does the above discussion about speculative bubbles imply about the ability of our financial markets to allocate resources? It does not matter, essentially, whether the bubbles are basically rational or behavioral:
when the price of stock in a company or of another asset is raised artificially by a growing bubble, an incentive will be created for that company to expand its operations, and for others to try to create such assets; when the bubble bursts, that incentive is rudely retracted. Excessive speculation that creates such bubbles disrupts many business decisions.

The problems caused by such bubbles cannot be placed with speculators as a group, for there are speculators who have the opposite effect—that of smoothing prices and enforcing a rational basis for prices. To the extent that some speculators can see a bubble and its burst coming, these speculators may tend to short the asset while the bubble is growing, and buy it as it is crashing, therefore reducing the impact of the bubble.

On balance, one must concede that speculators as a group have a net positive social benefit, even if they regularly produce bubbles in prices. The effect of speculators on the stock market is analogous to that of a drunken airplane pilot on his passengers; we might blame most of the erratic movements of the airplane to his actions, but we would not want to let the airplane fly without him; it might fly smoothly to a crash. If we eliminated all speculation, then there would be no intertemporal consistency to financial prices, no one insuring that prices tomorrow bear any sensible relation to prices today. Thus, any policy that is designed to deal with the problem of speculative bubbles must be subtle, not eliminating speculation altogether, and not causing more harm than good.

To say that speculators have a net positive social benefit does not mean, however, that they are spending their efforts in a socially optimal manner. The amount of time and effort that speculators expend on the existing financial markets may be excessive from a broad social point of view.

A lot of speculators' attention and effort is devoted to trading shares in existing companies. In principle, the speculators who trade in these shares are directing investment resources to the most deserving companies. They have some tendency to bid up the price of shares in companies with good earnings prospects. Thus, good companies—that is, companies with good earnings prospects—are rewarded more with investment funds, while bad ones are penalized.

But companies with good dividend prospects are not necessarily the ones most deserving of new funds. An optimal allocation of resources would provide funds to companies with good current investment opportunities. But the price at which a company can sell new shares depends on the valuation given to its existing business, not just its contemplated investment plans.

If speculators collect information about the future earnings of an existing business, and if one day this information indicates that the outlook
for future earnings has improved, then the price of the existing business will increase, and it will become easier for this company to raise funds for new investment projects. But what connection is there between information about the future earnings of an existing company and the wisdom of a new investment the company is contemplating? The connection can be very tenuous.

Consider a conglomerate that produces many different products but that is contemplating new investment in only one of these, or in something completely new. Possibly, the information that might lead to an increase in the price of a share in the company is about the quality of the company’s management, which would extend to any new venture that management undertakes. But the information may also be about the demand for any of the other products that the company currently makes.

While it is true that the community of investment professionals does contribute substantially to the allocation of capital in this country, there is no reason to believe that the activities of this community are socially optimal for the country. The activities that they undertake might even consume more resources than the benefit that they provide. The most dramatic recent estimate of the resources consumed in financial speculation was made by Lawrence Summers and Victoria Summers, who estimated that the total cost of operating the U.S. securities market in 1987 was over $75 billion, or one-fourth of total corporate profits and close to one-half of corporate net investment.\(^{30}\) Bhide estimated that in 1986, stock-trading commissions amounted to 8.5 percent of the total earnings of public companies in that year; Lowenstein estimated that intermediaries revenues from trading might be as high as a sixth of corporate earnings.\(^{31}\) It should be borne in mind, of course, that the activities of these investment professionals provide benefits other than optimal resource allocation for corporate investment; for example, these activities help people to maintain their savings in a liquid form with risks that match each individual’s own preferences.
Chapter Four

Today’s Concerns with Speculative Behavior

We have seen that concern that excessive speculation may be harmful is very old, even centuries old. Today, with changes in institutions, government regulations, and technology, that concern has taken on new forms. Many of the new concerns are due to the rise, in recent decades, of institutional investors—investors that may be too concerned with short-term investment results and with appearances. Institutional investors are thought to pay inadequate attention to investments for the long term, such as research and development; they are thought to overreact to short-term earnings announcements. The bureaucratization of investment management has been seen as causing a lack of creativity and insight—the corporate hierarchy as imposing a sort of “group-think” on investment decisions. Moreover, the rise of institutional investors means that the actual owners of assets, who might have a less short-term focus, are cut off from decisionmaking regarding these assets.

There are also other events, not directly tied to the rise of institutional investors, that have brought newfound concern with speculation. The flourishing of corporate takeovers in the 1980s has raised concerns that takeovers represent a new sort of investing fad that is especially disruptive to business activities. The proliferation of derivative financial markets and declines in the cost of trading since the early 1970s have brought concerns that it is now easier for excessive speculation to occur.
INSTITUTIONAL INVESTORS AND SHORT-TERMISM

Professional investors are much more prominent in financial markets today than they were ten or twenty years ago. Institutional investors (pension funds, bank trusts, investment companies, insurance companies, foundations, and endowments) in the United States have been gradually acquiring increasing amounts of the outstanding shares of corporate equity. In 1981, institutional investors owned 39 percent of the total market value of equities; by 1986, they owned 43 percent, and they appear now to own about half of all the stock outstanding.\(^1\) The same trend has been observed in other countries as well. In Japan, in 1980, 52 percent of all stocks were held by financial institutions (primarily insurance companies, banks, and trust banks); by 1987, this figure had risen to 61 percent.\(^2\)

Associated with the increase in institutional investor participation in the markets has been a dramatic increase in the turnover of shares in our stock markets—a trend that has continued for many years. Turnover has more than doubled in both the United States and Japan since 1975.

It has often been asserted that the rise in institutional investors is responsible for the increased turnover. One piece of evidence often cited to support this claim is that block trading as a percentage of total trading volume has become quite high. Large block trades (trades of 10,000 shares or more) accounted for 54.5 percent of all shares traded on the New York Stock Exchange in 1988.\(^3\) Louis Lowenstein argued that since these large block trades are almost exclusively made by institutions, and since small block trades (as small as 1,000 shares) are also made largely by institutions, institutions probably account for 75 percent of all trading—substantially more than the fraction of shares they own.\(^4\) In Japan, disaggregated turnover data show that there has been an increase in the turnover rate of shares by households in the 1980s, but that more of the increase in aggregate stock market turnover is due to increased turnover among banks and business corporations.\(^5\)

There are other ways of measuring trading activity besides simple turnover of individual stocks, and by these measures as well institutional investors are likely to be the more active traders. If one counts the volume of trade in derivative securities—index futures, options, and over-the-counter synthetic equities markets—then the increase in effective turnover of stocks would be more dramatic than the New York Stock Exchange turnover figures indicate.\(^6\)

Why do many people think that institutional investors are to be singled out as the culprits responsible for speculative price movements? One might instead expect that the institutional investors would inject a
note of greater professionalism into our financial markets and make things work better than if the markets were dominated by amateurs.

Apparently, one answer to this question is that the high turnover of institutional investor portfolios is taken as suggestive that they are more speculative than are individual investors. But the evidence is far from conclusive about the propensity to engage in speculative behavior. First of all, high turnover can come about because of the behavior of a minority of investors. Turnover rates in Japan are comparable to those in the United States, and yet there is in Japan a large group of very stable long-term institutional investors.7 Turnover in Japan is made high only by a relatively small group of extremely active investors. Moreover, turnover can come about for a variety of reasons, including periodic reevaluation of long-term news or efforts to offset the speculative behavior of individual investors. The turnover among institutional investors might in fact represent the very kind of market stabilization activity that some concerned with short-termism might advocate that the government undertake.

A more important reason the institutional investor is accused of promoting speculative behavior is the common perception that institutional investors are subject to an incentive system that rewards shorter-term returns than are individuals, many of whom have very long-term horizons; many are planning for their retirement. There are also testimonials from institutional investors remarking on how short term the horizons of their colleagues are. But there does not appear to be any conclusive evidence that institutional investors are in fact ignoring the long-term profitability of the companies they invest in any more than did individual investors when they dominated the trade in the stock market.

Indeed, the effect of the rise of institutional investors might instead be expected to encourage more careful attention to the long run by managers themselves. This is because institutional investors are more professionally trained and more capable of systematically analyzing the forecasted future cash flows of corporations into the distant future. Their analysis can more accurately gauge the effects of future cash flows on the present value of the corporation.

**Institutional Short-Termism: Impact on Research and Development**

One form of “short-termism” allegedly induced by institutional speculative behavior is a bias toward neglecting research and development. The allegation, which has been repeated many times over the past five
years, is nicely articulated by Senator Nancy Kassebaum, who claims that stock prices fall in reaction to announcements of increases in research in development:

A case involving the Martin Marietta Corporation is a classic example. A few years ago, Martin Marietta announced an increase in spending on research and development. How did the money managers react to this apparently favorable news? They dumped their shares, fearing a possible reduction in short-term earnings. The company's stock price plummeted six points. Although Martin Marietta proceeded with the research program, its fortitude is rare. Fearing a negative institutional reaction, how many corporate managers would simply forego research and development? 8

The same argument has been common in the United Kingdom. A recent editorial in the Financial Times described widespread “concerns among industrialists that short-term pressures from the City of London are damaging long-term investment in innovation.” 9

The staff of the Securities and Exchange Commission did a study to see whether such claims are valid. 10 Using the NEXIS news retrieval system for the years 1973 to 1983, they discovered sixty-two Wall Street Journal announcements that firms were embarking on research and development projects. Contrary to Kassebaum’s assertion, there was an average abnormal return (a measure of price increase) of a positive 0.45 percent on the day of the announcement, followed by an additional 0.35 percent abnormal return the following day. These results have been given further support by other studies in the United States. 11 A similar study done by the Department of Trade and Industry in the United Kingdom (though hampered by the fact that far fewer announcements of research and development expenditures were found) also concluded that there was no observed tendency for stock prices to drop following such announcements.

The Securities and Exchange Commission study also found evidence that institutional investors as a group do not dislike research and development. 12 Their analysis indicates that, if one separates out industry effects, institutional investors tend to invest in firms with high research and development ratios. In a sample of 324 firms, 88 firms showed a decrease in institutional ownership from 1980 to 1983 and 236 showed an increase, yet there was virtually no difference in the research and development ratio for the two groups of firms. The study also found that in a sample of 57 takeover targets, the average research and development ratio was lower than in an industry control group, suggesting that embarking on
a research and development program does not make a firm vulnerable
to a takeover.

The Securities and Exchange Commission study and related studies
provide impressive evidence that the bold claim made by Kassebaum is
incorrect. It remains possible, however, that the general thrust of her argu-
ment about short-termism is correct. The basic notion that institu-
tional investors have a short-term bias does not really impel us to the
conclusion that they will react negatively to major announcements of
research and development. If they are speculators, they will respond to
major announcements by asking what these announcements mean for
the demand for the stocks by other investors. Since major announcements
are attention grabbers, institutional investors might well think that
other investors will overreact to them in a positive way. Moreover,
institutional investors who are speculators might react to data on
research and development ratios by thinking that the market is overly
positively impressed by these numbers. Lucian Arye Bebchuk and Lars
Stole have argued that the bias induced on investments by short-term
incentives depends on the nature of the information observed by mar-
et participants.13 When investors cannot observe the level of investment
in long-term projects, then there will tend not to be enough investment;
when investors can observe investment but not its productivity, there
will tend to be too much investment.

The essence of the argument that speculative behavior by investors
can cause corporations to lose sight of their best long-term strategy is
that in deciding how to react to an announcement or statistic issued by
a company, an investor does not use his or her best judgment about what
this means for the company, but rather a judgment about what other
investors will conclude this means for price. It is plausible that investors
will not attribute extreme naivete to other investors and will not assume
that other investors will, for example, react in a reflexive negative man-
nner to major announcements of new research and development initia-
tives. The game investors are playing against other investors is more sub-
tle than that. It might instead mean that institutional investors will sometimes
not react negatively to a research and development program that they
know is misguided, just as often as they will react negatively to the announce-
ment of a research and development program that, down deep, they sus-
ppect is a good one. In either case, the institutional investors' reactions
may be inappropriate given actual import of the information for the long-
term outlook for the firm.

As a means of looking for some truth in the assertions that such things
as research and development that have an impact on short-run earnings
may cause inappropriate movements in price, I mailed 400 questionnaires
to institutional investors in the United States in January 1990, and received 140 responses.

I asked:

*Do you think that the stock market tends to overreact to bad earnings news—i.e., that the market drops in reaction to bad news about short-run earnings, even when the bad news is not adverse for the present value of all future earnings?*

1. True  
2. False  
3. No opinion

Of the 137 institutional investors who answered, an overwhelming majority—85 percent—marked “true”; only 7 percent marked “false”; 8 percent marked “no opinion.” The high proportion marking “true” is especially striking given that the statement in the question runs sharply contrary to the efficient-markets doctrine taught in economics and finance departments of universities in recent years. I sought next, in a follow-up question, to find out if the investors trade on this opinion:

*Do you base some of your buy-sell decisions on a theory of such market overreaction to earnings news?*

1. Yes, often  
2. Yes, occasionally  
3. Never

Of the 138 respondents who answered this question, 14 percent marked “yes, often”; 73 percent marked “yes, occasionally”; and only 13 percent marked “never.” Now, if most institutional investors make buy-sell decisions based on a theory that other investors will overreact to earnings news, this suggests that the market itself will in fact sometimes overreact to such earnings news. If the market did not overreact at all to earnings news, then the behavior of these institutional investors would make it overreact to such news. (It is still possible that these institutional investors surveyed largely offset the effects of individual investors who overreact.)

The institutional investors were more sure that the market overreacts to earnings than that the market reacts inappropriately to research and development expenditures:

*Do you think that raising expenditures on research and development tends, other things equal, to have a negative effect on share price because of the effects on short-run earnings?*

1. True  
2. False  
3. No opinion
Of the 136 institutional investors who answered this question, 33 percent marked “true”; 51 percent marked “false”; 16 percent had “no opinion.” Only a third answered “true” here, but this lower figure may just reflect awareness that announcements of research and development initiatives do not have a predictably negative effect on share price. The basic conclusion still is that institutional investors believe that “bad” news—even if only superficially bad—can be expected to harm stock prices, and that this belief ought to affect their trading behavior.

**Short-Term Performance Pressure on Investment Managers**

Investment managers often complain that they are evaluated on too short term a basis—that they are not given adequate time to demonstrate their ability to manage their portfolios well. Some corporate clients of portfolio managers reportedly use the “12/24 rule,” which is to fire any portfolio manager whose performance is 12 percent under the Standard and Poor 500 for any 24-month period. This rule certainly imposes some short-run discipline on a portfolio manager; the manager will find it difficult to accept any losses, even if the risk of losses is part of a sound long-term investment strategy.

The 12/24 rule is extreme because it imposes a severe penalty on losses. But investment managers are, in fact, often rewarded based on their short-term performance. According to a 1989 survey conducted for *Institutional Investor* magazine, of the 15 percent of pension funds that have explicit performance-fee arrangements with their portfolio managers, 45 percent use a one-year time frame in calculating performance fees, 4 percent use a two-year time frame, 41 percent use a three-to-five-year time frame, and 10 percent use another time frame. A recent study of pension funds conducted by the Financial Executives Institute Committee on Investment of Employee Benefit Assets, suggests a slightly longer time frame:

The survey [of] funds management of outside managers did not support the assertion that pension plan sponsors evaluate their managers primarily on short-term performance. The nearly unanimous response to the question relating to the time horizon over which managers are typically evaluated was “a three-to five year period” or “a complete market cycle.” Moreover, the average tenure of managers currently employed by the surveyed funds is about 7.5 years. Data indicated that managers are not “hired and fired” based on short-term pressures from plan
sponsors. In fact, the reasons given by sponsors for terminating investment managers were in addition to "poor performance" (1) a change in the fund's broad investment strategy; (2) changes in personnel; and (3) general decision to consolidate the number of managers. 15

We might get better insight as to the pressures placed on investment managers from a more in-depth study of the patterns of thinking of those who hire and fire them. William O'Barr and John Conley, when they did an extensive interview study of pension fund officers, concluded that short-term pressures may be critically important in evaluations of investment managers, despite the fact that the officers who did the evaluations often claimed to have a longer-term investment horizon in conducting the evaluations. O'Barr and Conley's method, inspired by cultural anthropologists, was to encourage pension fund officers to talk freely about their concerns, listening carefully to the subjects that they raised and the words they used. "People are sometimes prisoners of their vocabularies," O'Barr and Conley concluded, and "the language of financial evaluation and accountability focusses almost exclusively on the short term. . . . Thus to focus seriously on the long-term is an act of intellectual originality that goes against the cultural grain." 16

To get a better impression of investment managers' views on short-termism, I asked investment managers (as part of the January 1990 questionnaire survey described above):

Do you feel that your own accomplishments are properly evaluated by others who have influence over your career prospects with respect to your short-run investment performance?

1. Short-run performance receives too much attention
2. Short-run performance receives too little attention
3. Neither or no opinion

Of the 135 respondents who answered this question, 50 percent picked "short-run performance receives too much attention"; 4 percent picked "short-run performance receives too little attention"; and 46 percent picked "neither or no opinion." Those who felt that short-run performance receives too much attention outnumbered more than ten to one those who thought that it receives too little attention—though only half thought there was any bias in their evaluation. 17

Of course, we cannot take these answers at face value as indicating that investment managers are given an incentive for a short-run bias in
their investments. The investment managers' complaint about too rapid judgment of their performance is a natural one for them to make; automobile drivers may complain that their auto insurance was canceled too quickly after just a couple of accidents (which may very well not have been the driver's fault), even though the insurance company may have been behaving properly from its viewpoint, not knowing more about the care with which its clients drive.

Perhaps a policy of, other things being equal, firing investment managers who do poorly in the short run is a useful benchmark to follow in judging portfolio managers. Those who employ investment managers presumably use this benchmark as just that—only a benchmark—and need not let it influence them unduly. Moreover, those who employ portfolio managers may be less concerned with "justice" in evaluating individual portfolio managers than in maximizing their own portfolio performance. If there are many competing investment managers, it may be good strategy to dump a manager who has done poorly in the past few years, as long as other managers who are equally capable are available.

It should be stressed that the use of a relatively short-term investment horizon to evaluate investment managers does not necessarily mean that the investment managers are being encouraged to take the short-term view (that is, neglecting longer-term investment potentials) in evaluating companies. The objective of the managers is to produce returns; any time interval provides some evidence of their ability to produce returns. Even if an investment manager is rewarded on as short a term as an annual basis, if the manager's own career objectives are long term, he or she will be concerned with the long-run average of his or her rewards—and this is the same as long-term investing. Taking the long view may be a paying proposition in the short run as well, since, on average, one would expect some long-run investment opportunities to bear fruit in a short-run period of evaluation.

The concern with short-term returns on investments may, in fact, tend to encourage long-term thinking. Consider the alternative, where there is no concern with short-term returns on investments; the institutional arrangement of state enterprises in the former Soviet Union is a good example. Profit incentives offered there reward those who run state enterprises who make good profits. But those who run state enterprises have no ability to sell shares in the enterprises, and therefore no financial stakes in the short-run changes in the value of the enterprises. These people have an incentive to destroy future earnings potential, which might have an immediate negative impact on the price of a share, were it traded, if it boosts short-term profits. The decline in future earnings
potential may come after their own anticipated departure from the enterprise. Thus, for example, the manager of a Soviet enterprise who expects to leave his job in the next year or two may have little incentive to make any expenditures on preventative maintenance of plant and equipment. In comparison, an American manager planning to leave his job in that time might suffer immediately if share price declines anger stockholders. Certainly there is acute awareness of this problem today in the former Soviet Union, and this accounts for the substantial support for stock markets there. There is a felt need for short-term investment incentives.

The conclusion about short-term pressures on institutional investors is that such pressures can be a good thing; we do not want to eliminate them entirely. At the same time, the opinion among many institutional investors that short-term pressures are too great on them cannot be dismissed. Part of what concerns institutional investors may be a relative lack of enlightenment among those who choose investment managers as to the importance of short-term performance as a measure of managers' abilities.

**Judgment Errors of Those Who Choose Institutional Investors**

A significant reason for a harmful bias toward short-term thinking among institutional investors is that clients do not understand how to judge the expertise of investment professionals. There is, in particular, a simple failure to understand how to use relatively short-term past performance statistics to evaluate investors' skills. By "relatively short-term" I mean using data on the past three or five years, or even more. The key issue that is not appreciated is that of selection bias. Since investment professionals use many different investment strategies, there will always be some that succeed just by chance. If we select investment managers who did well in the past, we don't want to make the error of assuming that their average past performance will carry over to the future.

The problem may lie with the people who choose investment managers, rather than with the managers themselves, who are investment professionals. Anise Wallace, a journalist who follows institutional investors, described the problems caused by those who choose investors based on their past performance:

Many of the nation's supposedly sophisticated pension funds continue to pick their money managers by looking in a rear view
mirror. In a sheep-like herd, they rush to the “hot” firms of the moment, compounding their error by performing suspiciously like the most unsophisticated of investors. . . . “If I had to write a book about this business,” shrugs one former money manager, “I would entitle it ‘The Corporate Treasurer as Odd-Lotter.’”

Moreover, the corporate treasurer or pension fund managers may be relatively enlightened next to the boards of directors who are often involved in pension decisions. According to one pension consultant, “Unless a pension officer has a strong hand in picking managers, he has to recommend the best recent performer. It’s very hard to sell the board on a manager who isn’t No. 1 out of a group of five.” Thus, institutional investors may themselves be professional, and not subject to short-term bias in their investments, but their clients, who are less likely to be investment professionals, may prevent them from performing optimally.

To explore whether this is so, my survey of investment managers included the following question, which immediately followed the question above about short-run performance:

If you feel that you are not evaluated properly, who is ultimately more responsible for this error?

1. Members of your own firm
2. Clients of your firm

Of the seventy-eight individuals who answered, 54 percent chose “clients of your firm,” compared with 46 percent who chose “members of your own firm.” There is certainly a feeling among institutional investors that clients of their firm share a large part of the blame for their short-term focus.

How good an indicator, then, is past success in predicting investment skill? Corporate executives and directors might naturally assume that past performance of investment managers predicts future performance just as well as past performance of production managers predicts their future performance. But investment managing may be different from other kinds of management, in that past performance does not count as much for predicted future performance. Until recently, it was common to summarize the literature as showing that the investment managers’ past performance had no correlation with future performance. We now know that there is indeed a correlation; still, the element of chance makes the correlation a relatively weak one. There is so much unpredictable noise in the market that chance alone has a great impact on outcomes of investment strategies.
All sorts of "success" stories can be generated if we allow the investor to be creative about the time interval chosen or sub-portfolio chosen for reporting. Institutional investors know this tactic very well. One controversial practice of mutual funds is to start many small "incubator funds." The new incubator fund is given a name (as part of a larger mutual fund institution), an investing approach or theory, and a small amount of money to invest. Afterward, by natural selection, the incubator funds that succeed will draw customers; the incubator funds that do not succeed can be forgotten. There is nothing dishonest about this strategy of mutual funds; they need not make false claims to customers, who will naturally move toward successful funds. The result is that investment theories or approaches that worked well just by chance in the past will tend to be given greater emphasis in the future—even if investment professionals themselves know that the success was only due to chance.

Of course, institutional investors still have an incentive to try to do sensible investing; other things being equal they will try to do a good job. The point is, though, that the quality managers will not be reliably rewarded with more money to invest; they will be lost in the pool of other "successful" money managers.

Institutional investors deal with an intelligent set of customers but not with a set of investment professionals. Mutual fund managers deal with the general public. Pension fund managers deal with corporate treasurers, boards of directors, and city and state government officials who are intelligent, successful people, but often unable to explain such basic investment concepts as present values. This is not a situation in which institutional investors who make the right "long-term" investments can expect to be singled out for their investment wisdom. Lacking a well-established, authoritative scientific community that would endorse an investment approach and evaluate an investment professional, there is no expectation that the good investment manager will be picked. Thus, investment managers complain that they are picked up or dumped for inadequate reasons.

To the extent that investment managers believe that they are evaluated by uninformed or naive people, they may be inclined to alter the management of their portfolios for appearance' sake—a phenomenon known in the trade as "window dressing." For example, window dressing may take the form of selling stocks that have done badly, so that they do not remain as reminders of past errors. According to journalist Nancy Belliveau:
The aspect of the problem most often cited by money managers is the growing pressure they feel to “window dress” their pension portfolios before each quarterly review session with a client. The source of this pressure, they say, is the abnormal obsession many corporate pension officers display toward short-term price fluctuations in the market. This shows up in the quarterly meetings, where the corporate men immediately focus in on the stocks that have dipped, to the exclusion of almost everything else. While admitting that such a review can, in its proper form, help a manager to face his mistakes, many managers feel that today it is often overdone—taking the form, one of them put it, of “a Chinese water torture.” “The way it happens is very subtle,” explains one long-suffering money manager. “For the fourth quarter in a row they’ll say, ‘Tell me again your feelings about those mobile home stocks. Do you still have your convictions? The damn things are so unsightly along the roads. . . . ’ I finally cleaned out the whole bunch, because I got so damned tired of defending them.”

To get some impression of the prevalence of window dressing, I asked in my questionnaire of investment managers:

Do you ever buy or sell a stock just for appearance’ sake (window dressing)?

1. Yes
2. No

Of the 136 who responded, only 13 percent said “yes”; the rest said “no.” The impression as to whether others do this, however, was very different:

Do you think that many others tend to do this?

1. Yes
2. No

Of the 137 who responded, 61 percent said “yes”; 24 percent had “no opinion”; while only 15 percent said “no.” While people were unwilling to admit to the practice themselves, there seemed to be recognition that window dressing does occur.

Window dressing sometimes goes beyond just selling losers. As revealed in my questionnaire of institutional investors, it also sometimes includes avoiding certain investments altogether:
Do you sometimes not purchase a stock that you think is a good investment just because others have a prejudice against it and it would look bad in your portfolio?

1. Yes  
2. No  
3. No opinion

Of the 138 who answered, 28 percent said "yes"; 68 percent said "no"; 4 percent had "no opinion."

There appears to be a widespread belief that window dressing occurs. This belief may affect the demands for stocks even among those who do not window dress: They may buy or sell stocks in anticipation of the window-dressing behavior of others.

**Institutional Sclerosis**

While institutional investors have greater training and more time and resources than individual investors, they may tend to do less well in investing: Sometimes decisions are made within organizations along bureaucratic or conventional lines that stifle creative thinking. Psychologist Irving Janis defined this problem as "groupthink" and provided a number of case studies of organizations in which experts made decisions that were so bad that it would seem that the man on the street should have known better. In fact, in some of his case studies, members of the group harbored grave private doubts about their decisions, but they were inhibited from expressing these doubts in a group where social pressures inhibited them. Forecasts made within a professional organization may tend to have a conventional basis; one may be inhibited from raising doubts that are based on intuitive judgment if the conventional indicators that the group has decided to concentrate on are positive.

Just such a problem is thought by some to be the reason why the conglomerates of the 1960s failed to prosper. A central management over many disparate divisions may find that when conventional decision rules adopted by the management attain prominence, central managers may not be able to deal with subtle decision problems in the different subdivisions of their business.

The importance of such group-decision difficulties for institutional investors may be mitigated to some extent by the fact that their objective performance has always been observed on a regular basis; they are always getting feedback on the success of their investment strategies. But, of course, as was discussed above, the short-run immediate feedback on their quarterly investment performance may not awaken a bureaucracy to long-term
strategic issues; there is room for “groupthink” problems to arise. Money managers’ intuitive awareness of this social-psychological problem may account for their answer to the survey questionnaire noted above: that short-run performance receives too much attention.

**Institutional Investors and the Separation of Ownership from Control**

The rise of institutional investors also corresponds to an increase in concentration of holdings of stocks: A corporation is more likely to have large stockholders who each own a substantial share of the company. This might then mean that managers are more likely to be disciplined by investors if they do not take proper account of long-term profitability.

Over a half century ago, Adolf A. Berle, Jr., and Gardiner C. Means argued that extremely low concentrations of stock holdings in large companies meant that the stockholders had in fact lost control over the management of their companies. When the largest stockholder owns no more than a few percent of the shares of a company, the stockholders are too dispersed to take any collective action. The control over corporations had shifted from the nominal owners to the managers of the corporations:

> The recognition that industry has come to be dominated by these economic autocrats must bring with it a realization of the hollowness of the familiar statement that economic enterprise in America is a matter of individual initiative. To the dozen or so men in control, there is room for such initiative. For the tens and even hundreds of thousands of workers, individual initiative no longer exists. 23

In the absence of oversight by their shareholders, managers can engage in activities that have the appearance of good business but in fact have other motivations. When somebody else's money is at stake, an individual has a very different attitude toward spending: Managers may engage in corporate consumption, such as lavish offices and company jets. Also, any of a variety of distortions may enter their decisions, such as hare-brained business schemes that feed management’s ego but are not sound business propositions. Managers may not police the activities of their employees; they may be reluctant to fire people who are no longer useful to the company; or they may give in to excessive wage demands. It has also been argued that managers, left on their own, will try to make the company as big as possible, even if doing so is economically inefficient and reduces the likelihood of future profits. 24 One way of making
the company big is to refuse to pay out the earnings as dividends, and instead to reinvest them in the company.

All of these are potential problems when management is not subject to the restriction of making profits and distributing them to the shareholders. Of course, managers might also use this freedom for good purposes. They might show a more sympathetic attitude toward resolving their labor problems; they might give to local charities; they might show more integrity than the law requires. Whether they behave thus depends on the "corporate culture" that reigns; at some times and places, management may behave in an enlightened manner when set free. But there is no reason to expect that the net impact of turning the entrenched management loose (with no restrictions) to make profits will generally cause them to use their freedom in a selfless, enlightened, manner.

With the renewed concentration of investment holdings among institutional investors, the control could, in principle, pass not to the ultimate owners, but to professional representatives of the owners. The rise of institutional investors may thus herald an end to the problems that Berle and Means described. There may now be reason to think that institutional investors have more things on their minds than the purely speculative considerations that some have argued dominates their thinking.

Even if this is the trend, at present, institutional investors do not seem to be using their power to influence the corporations in which they hold shares. The average institutional investor sells 40 percent of its stock holdings within a year's time from purchase. When investors hold shares for so short a time, then they cannot get to know a company's operations well, and cannot participate effectively in the management of the company.

There is some evidence that institutional investors are beginning to play a more active role in the management of the firms in which they own shares. This trend was noted as early as the beginning of the 1980s. Many institutional investors testify that this group is now more active, and there are a number of examples of institutional investor activism in recent years. For example, in 1987, the California Public Employees' Retirement System and the New York State Employees' Retirement Fund asked the CEO of Texaco for a role in nominating directors to the Texaco board; by 1989, Texaco accepted a nomination from them. In 1989, the California Public Employees' Retirement System and the Pennsylvania Public School Employees' Retirement System initiated and won a proxy fight against two anti-takeover measures backed by the management of Honeywell, Inc. In 1989, the Detroit Policemen and Firemen Retirement System together with the Detroit General Retirement System initiated a hostile takeover to replace management
of Income Opportunity Trust, a company in which these institutions held stock. According to a recent *Fortune* article, in 1990, institutions put forward a record ninety-eight shareholder resolutions in proxy contests, of which thirteen won a plurality of votes.\(^\text{28}\)

These trends in institutional intervention in the management of the companies in which they own stock may herald the beginning of active participation in management by institutional investors, and the beginning of the end of the loss of ownership control that Berle and Means documented. Institutions, however, appear to have a long way to go before such activism is the norm, and, as a group, they will have to adopt a policy of lower portfolio turnover before they can be serious about such activism.

Various laws and regulations in the United States may inhibit shareholder participation.\(^\text{29}\) While the Securities Act of 1934 was supposed to encourage shareholder participation by making rules that facilitate proxy voting, in fact, some of the rules work to inhibit it. The shareholder proposal rule (Rule 14a-8) bars access on three kinds of shareholder proposals: director nominations, statements in opposition to management proposals, and alternatives to management proposals. The Exchange Act Section 13(d) put groups of shareholders who act together in a voting initiative at risk of lawsuits from the management of the company; such a threat serves to discourage such initiatives, whether or not management actually sues. Court decisions permitting poison pills may also serve to discourage organizing a shareholder group for any voting purpose.\(^\text{30}\)

Laws in other countries encourage greater shareholder participation in management of the companies in which they hold stock and, as a result, in some other countries there is much more institutional input into management decisions. For example, most major Japanese firms maintain close relations with a particular bank, known as the firm’s main bank, and close relations with a grouping of firms, known as a keiretsu.\(^\text{31}\) The main bank for a given firm does not have any legal status as such, but there exists a general recognition among capital market participants that firms are tied to a main bank. The managements of the main bank and of the other companies in the keiretsu generally have substantial, though minority, stakes in each of the firms in the keiretsu. Moreover, they tend to be permanent stockholders, unlike American institutional investors, which are in and out of a firm often in less than a year.

Interaction with the keiretsu or the main bank is thought to contribute good discipline and support for managers, providing a sort of “structured dissent” over the activities of the firm—the kind of dissent that Louis Lowenstein and others hope that institutional investors in the United States will provide in the future.\(^\text{32}\)
As an example of the impact of this structured dissent on a Japanese company, consider the case of Toyo Kogyo, a member of the Sumitomo keiretsu. In 1974, Kohei Matsuda, the president of the firm and grandson of the founder, insisted on continuing and expanding production of their Mazda car with a rotary engine, despite great evidence that demand for the fuel-hungry car would decline with higher oil prices. Toyo Kogyo dealers from around Japan complained to Sumitomo Bank officials. Later that year, Sumitomo sent two of its senior officers to join Toyo Kogyo’s management; over the next two years Sumitomo Bank and Sumitomo Trust placed eleven of their executives in the management of Toyo Kogyo, and Kohei Matsuda was relieved of operating duties. It would be extremely unlikely for American institutional investors to intervene in the management of a company in such a way—even if a small group of these investors owned the majority of shares; they might do no more to express their dissatisfaction than sell the shares.

There is supposed to be a sort of structured dissent among American corporations— analogous to that in Japan—in the form of outside directors. Because these directors are chosen from outside the company, they are not caught up in the culture of that company and are not dependent on the management of that company for their own career advancement. In practice, however, these outside directors cannot substitute for the management of another company with a major financial interest in the success of the company.

Samuel B. Graves and Sandra A. Waddock speculate that if institutional investors in the United States begin to play a more active role in management, they will function as the “conglomerate of the 1990s.” The conglomerate movement of the 1960s in the United States saw the emergence of conglomerates with a central management presiding over a number of divisions in unrelated businesses. The managements of the conglomerates become, in effect, institutional investors who own all—rather than just a small fraction—of the stock in the firms in which they invest, and they do not expect to turn over their holdings in their divisions. They have an advantage over institutional investors in that they have complete access to information about the activities of their “investments.” These conglomerates would seem to be analogous to the keiretsu, with the management of the conglomerate analogous to the main bank.

When conglomerates were first formed they were believed to offer certain efficiency advantages. But conglomerates are often viewed today as unsuccessful, and the 1980s saw a trend toward the breakup of conglomerates. One theory why conglomerates have not performed better is that central managements of conglomerates were too distant from, and
ignorant of, the businesses in their various divisions. Consequently, they were forced to judge division managers by short-term financial measures and failed to encourage strategic or long-term thinking. There is a risk that the same problem could arise in a system with activist institutional investors.

**Disruptions Caused by Hostile Takeovers**

A tender offer is an offer to buy all—or part—of the shares that shareholders of a target company decide to offer or tender; it is hostile if it is undertaken without prior approval of the management of the target company. Until around 1960, hostile tender offers hardly had been used to take over companies in the United States. But starting in the early 1960s, and extending through the 1980s, these hostile tender offers began to be seen for “underpriced” stocks. (Underpriced stocks are stocks that seem to have more value to someone who could gain control of a company than the price per share would imply.) In the course of the hostile takeover, the price that the target company’s stocks commanded would usually jump dramatically.

The cause of the increase in price—often 80 percent or more—occasioned by these hostile tender offers has been the subject of some debate. According to conventional Wall Street wisdom, the price increase need mean nothing more than that one must pay a premium to buy large quantities of shares or to provide motivation for investors to sell stocks they have not been considering selling (to provoke them out of their inertia). Following this theory, the price increases are related to investor behavior that would be classified as speculative: the stock was underpriced by investors before, or overpriced afterward, or both. An alternative theory, favored by those who believe in the efficient-markets hypothesis, discussed above, has also often been offered. According to this theory, the price increase represents a genuine increase in value of the target company—because after the takeover, the business would be run differently or the assets that the management of the target company was sitting on would be paid out as dividends.

The takeover movement gained some impetus from the development of “junk” bonds, which also flourished in the 1980s. The money to make tender offers was raised by issuing high-risk (junk) bonds to the public. These junk bonds are inherently high risk in many takeover situations because the principal can be repaid only from the payout of the investment in the target firm at a price far above the original market price of the firm. The development of junk bonds is not any great invention; rather, the proliferation of these bonds represents the success of a sales
promotion, which convinced many investors that these bonds were safe.

Those who promoted tender offers for takeovers claimed that their junk bonds were relatively safe, since the new management after the takeover would create value represented by the takeover-induced high share prices. Others countered with skepticism, claiming that the high premiums paid for shares of the target firm in tender offers were, in effect, speculative excesses, caused by false optimism. They argued that the past default record on low-quality bonds, cited by the promoters of those bonds, was no indication that there would not be many defaults on these new junk bonds. The collapse of the junk bond market in 1990 suggests that, whatever the merits of the skeptics’ argument, the value that was supposedly created by many of the takeovers was not there.

Whether the takeover-related price changes are a good thing depends on whether these takeover-induced share price increases reflect true efficiency gains or speculative price increases. Financial economist Michael Jensen has argued that the price increases come about because the new system of management in the post-takeover firm sometimes encourages much more efficiency and the pay out of free cash flow (defined as the excess of that required to fund all profitable investment projects). The more efficient management comes about, in theory, because the new organizations provide better incentives to management: Management is typically given a major share in the profits of a corporation after a takeover, and the corporation is so highly leveraged that risk of bankruptcy puts the managers’ "backs to the wall" in search of ways to improve cash flow. This pressure to pay off the debt also forces managers to distribute free cash flow. If this is what happens, we might think that the takeover-induced price increase was justified by the increased distributors to shareholders that the takeover caused.

Some studies assert that they found evidence supporting the claim that the performance of firms that have been taken over does improve after better incentives to management are in place. Two such studies—one by Frank R. Lichtenberg and Donald Siegel, and one by Steven Kaplan—looked at firms taken private in management buyouts and concluded that both financial and real performance measures improved after the buyouts. These studies were criticized, though, by Scott B. Smart and Joel Waldfogel, on the grounds that firms that are taken private may tend to be ones that the management already knows have the prospect of improved performance; indeed, they argue, management has an incentive to take a firm private at a time when its outlook temporarily looks, to outsiders, worse than it is.

The other view of these takeovers is that the attendant price increases—the takeover premiums—are unwarranted speculative price increases, caused...
by the same psychological forces in the markets that create other speculative excesses. If this is true, then some takeovers created a lot of unnecessary disruption for certain individuals: employees whose jobs were terminated, communities whose local economies suffered, and suppliers of the company whose own businesses suffered. This disruption may then extend to the company's operations, should the company's employees, as a result of the disruption become cynical and unmotivated.

The takeover movement of the 1980s appears now to be largely over. With the collapse of the junk-bond market, it has become much harder to raise funds for takeovers. Moreover, so much opposition was generated to the takeovers of the 1980s that many state laws were passed and court decisions rendered that make takeovers more difficult: Since the 1982 Edgar v. MITE Corp. Supreme Court decision, which upheld an Illinois anti-takeover law, at least twenty-nine states have passed new anti-takeover laws. At least four hundred corporations have adopted poison pills to prevent takeovers, and the courts have allowed these to stand. The courts have also generally allowed the business judgment rule (that a court will not interfere with the running of a corporation by its officers and directors just for their mistake in judgment, so long as their action was in good faith) to apply to defensive actions against takeovers when independent directors approve. Approximately twenty-five states have adopted multi-constituency laws that redefine a directors' fiduciary duty as owed not just to shareholders but also to many other constituencies as well.40

The strongest of the multi-constituency laws is also the most recent, and it may signal a new trend. The Pennsylvania anti-takeover law, which took effect in April 1990, allows management to give first consideration to employees, customers, suppliers, or the community—rather than to shareholders—in weighing takeover bids. Such laws as the Pennsylvania anti-takeover law enable a board of directors to say no to a generous cash offer for the company. They might wish to do so for selfish reasons, such as to preserve their jobs, under the guise of concern for others. Moreover, proxy fights for control of a corporation are discouraged by a "disgorgement" provision in the Pennsylvania law, which raises the potential costs to mounting a takeover attempt: The provision states that any person or institution owning more than 20 percent of a company's shares must forfeit any profit on those shares if they are sold within eighteen months after a failed buyout or proxy fight.

Critics of the Pennsylvania and other multi-constituency laws argue that the general discretion these laws give to directors in weighing the importance of the interests of various stakeholders makes ambiguous the purpose of the corporation and increases the possibility that directors will abuse their trust. There is, indeed, a risk that such multi-constituency
laws will reduce the productivity of corporations. Dealing more specifically with the grievances of the various stakeholders in corporations may require more specific legislation in the 1990s.

**DERIVATIVE MARKETS AND SHORT-TERM SPECULATION**

Great concern has been expressed about the growing volume of trade in the stock index futures markets ever since their institution in 1982 and about the degree to which the speculators on these markets were making the stock market more volatile. *Barron's* ran a long article on December 10, 1984, headlined "Is the Tail Wagging the Dog? Sizing Up the Impact of Stock Index Futures on the Market." *The Wall Street Journal* and other influential publications raised similar concerns, and these concerns continue to be echoed today.

There is no a priori reason to expect the advent of stock index futures markets to increase volatility. These futures markets make it cheaper to trade, but there is no presumption that cheaper trading brings into the market either more destabilizing or more stabilizing traders. Destabilizing speculation occurs when those who are trading think that price increases portend further price increases, and price decreases further price decreases. There is no way of knowing whether the people who hold this opinion are among the more sensitive to costs of trading securities.

The stock index futures markets are, in effect, just other stock markets where baskets of stocks represented by the indexes are traded. In fact, no shares are actually traded; rather, in effect, bets are made on the future course of the stock price indexes. Still, the index futures markets are, in effect, just other stock markets, because these markets are linked by arbitrageurs to the actual stock markets. Essentially the same is true of the index options markets and of the growing variety of over-the-counter equity derivatives or "synthetic equities" offered by dealers.

Those who do the trading that links the different markets are doing what is called index arbitrage: the simultaneous or near simultaneous buying or selling of stock and selling or buying of index futures to profit with little risk from the price difference between the futures market and the stock market. If the futures price is above the cash price (plus a certain margin representing the arbitrageur's costs) of the stocks represented by the index, the index arbitrageur sells the futures and buys the portfolio of stocks represented by the index, thereby locking in a sure profit. If the futures price is below the cash price by a certain margin, the arbitrageur buys the futures and shorts the portfolio of stocks.
Competition among index arbitrageurs reduces both the price discrepancies and the profits to be made in index arbitrage. Movements in prices in the stock markets will be communicated via index arbitrageurs to the futures markets, and conversely; that is as it should be if there is to be only one price for the basket of stocks represented by the index.

To make index arbitrage worthwhile requires buying or selling large amounts of baskets of stocks; this is because competition among index arbitrageurs insures that the price discrepancies among the cash, futures, and other equity-derivatives markets are normally very small. According to a recent New York Stock Exchange study: "Calculations suggest that index arbitrage has become so competitive that the return from textbook-style riskless index arbitrage can rarely match Treasury bill rates. . . . Because riskless arbitrage is rarely profitable, most transactions currently labeled as index arbitrage are likely to be speculative quasi-arbitrage strategies whereby the arbitrageur accepts some risk in the hope of earning a higher return." 43

Kenneth A. Froot, James F. Gammil, Jr., and Andre F. Perold have investigated whether the predictability of stock market returns has changed substantially since 1983. 44 Destabilizing speculation might be evidenced by a predictability of returns, say a tendency for inertia in prices. They found that, in 1983, there was substantial positive serial correlation of fifteen-minute S&P 500 returns with lagged fifteen-minute returns; a tendency for price increases to be followed by later price increases; decreases, by later decreases. By 1989, that positive inertia had almost vanished. They hypothesize that the advent of futures markets and the decline in dealers’ commissions have made markets more efficient rather than less.

If we may extrapolate to financial futures markets from other futures markets, we can probably safely say that the establishment of these markets does not tend to increase market volatility or excessive speculation. One survey of the literature on the effects of the establishment of futures markets concluded that almost all studies found no subsequent increase in market volatility. 45

**Declines in Cost of Trading and Stock Market Volatility**

Part of the increase in turnover in stocks in recent decades is due to the decline in transaction costs brought about by deregulation. This has raised concerns that the lower transaction costs encourage excessive speculation. In the United States, brokerage fees were made competitive by a 1975 act of Congress. In the United Kingdom, the "Big Bang"
deregulation in 1986 cut brokerage charges there, and other European countries have followed suit. With lower brokerage charges, the volume of trade should increase. But these declines in brokerage costs are not likely to explain all of the increase in turnover—turnover that has occurred gradually since 1978, rather than on a one-shot basis on the dates of deregulation.

There is a positive correlation, historically, between volume of trade and volatility of prices of stocks. Thus, it is natural to consider whether the increased stock price volatility observed in connection with the stock market crash of 1987 might be related to the high volume of trade and, hence, to either the lowering of brokerage commissions that induced higher turnover or the institution of futures and other derivative markets.

But, since 1982, the changes in volatility (as measured by the standard deviation of percentage price index changes) do not match up well with the increase in volume on the stock index futures markets. The year 1987 was an isolated year of high volatility, surrounded by years of more nearly normal price volatility. Perhaps the impression of high volatility occurs because the Dow Jones Industrial Average is at record high levels, so that the number of points the index moves on a given day tends to be unusually large by historical standards. The high level of the Dow Jones Industrial Average is partly just due to price inflation, which makes all prices higher. The proper measure of volatility is a measure of the dispersion of the percentage change.

Research does not point to any other likely explanations for the changes in stock market volatility observed through time. The changing volatility of the market appears to have a life of its own, unrelated to financial innovations such as the institution of futures markets or the decline of transactions costs associated with deregulation. Perhaps we should not be surprised that there isn’t more of an association of volatility with these events; to the extent that volatility is induced by speculative behavior, and is associated with changing popular interest and popular theories about the stock market, there is no reason to expect that we should be able to explain volatility in simple terms.
Chapter Five

Measures for Dealing with Speculation and Short-Termism

The problems caused by excessive speculation are difficult to deal with without creating major new problems. Thus, not surprisingly, the major policy measures that have been proposed may not seem like exciting new initiatives; they are just modest changes in tax rates or in regulations. This is not to say, however, that adoption of such measures is not an important priority, given the significance of the problems with which they deal.

In this chapter I will discuss some of the major proposed policy measures—those that have received the most public discussion recently. These are transactions taxes, capital gains taxes with holding-period restrictions, increased margin requirements, circuit breakers, and measures to encourage shareholder participation in corporate governance.

Transactions Taxes

Imposition of taxes on the purchase and sale of securities has been among the proposals discussed recently for the purpose of reducing speculative activity in stocks. The idea of using transactions taxes for this purpose is much older. In 1936, Keynes wrote: “The introduction of a substantial government transfer tax on all transactions might prove to be the most serviceable reform available, with a view to mitigating the predominance of speculation over enterprise in the United States.”
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Taxes on the purchase or sale of securities have a long history. In the United Kingdom, stamp duties on the transfer of securities were introduced during the reign of Queen Anne in 1714. The stamp duties on sales of U.S. stocks appeared in laws and resolutions relating to the direct and excise taxes enacted by the 37th Congress in 1863. But the tax rate was quite low. From 1898 to 1931, the rate was 0.02 percent; from 1932 to 1944, it was 0.05 percent; from 1945 to 1955, 0.06 percent; and from 1956 to 1965, it was 0.04 percent. The stamp tax on transfers of corporate stocks was abolished in 1965.

These stamp taxes appear to have been imposed for the sake of revenue collection. The tax rate was set in consideration of fairness in comparison with other excise taxes, and in consideration of the impact of these taxes on the income of stockbrokers as compared with producers of other goods subject to excise taxes. Because the excise taxes were set to extract only a “fair” fraction of brokers’ incomes, the tax rates were set at a fraction of typical retail brokerage charges and did not represent a substantial disincentive to retail trade in stocks. The elimination of the stamp taxes on the transfer of securities in 1965 was part of a general reduction of excise taxes, which were then eliminated (except on such undesirables as alcohol and tobacco and on goods and services for which the excise tax may be considered a user charge).

In contrast with the U.S. experience, other countries still have substantial transactions taxes on transfers of corporate shares. However, with the globalization of markets, it may no longer be possible to allow the present kind of discrepancies in tax rates across countries. For example, Sweden has a high transfer tax, and it has been claimed that as a result many Swedish stocks are traded primarily not in Sweden but in London. Imposition of high tax rates on the transfer of securities cannot be achieved without special arrangements to prevent nationals from taking their transactions abroad.

Transactions taxes are supposed to help reduce excessive speculation by discouraging people from buying or selling. The idea is that buying or selling will become such a rare event that when one does buy or sell, one assumes that the decision will be final for many years. In that case, one would be inclined, the theory goes, to take less into account the probable behavior of market prices in the ensuing months, and look instead at the value of the stream of anticipated dividends in the near future.

But things may not be so simple. Someone who is about to buy or sell still has reason to consider whether to postpone buying or selling to a short while hence, when prices may become more favorable. Prices are still set by the outcome of supply and demand of those who do buy and sell, and these people may have just as much of an incentive to time the
purchases of their buying and selling as if there were no transactions tax. Moreover, consider a time when a speculative boom is under way. Indeed, transactions taxes might have the useful effect of discouraging some traders from buying into the boom—an effect that prevents them from providing it more fuel. But transactions taxes would also have the harmful effect of discouraging others (who think that the boom has gone on too long) from selling into the boom—an effect that prevents them from acting to stabilize the market.

Of course, transactions taxes impose burdens by making it expensive to engage in trades—nonspeculative as well as speculative. The cost might be mitigated by varying the transaction tax in response to indicators of speculative activity. The transactions tax could kick in only on high-volume days; or the exchanges themselves could engage in peak-load pricing, raising commission rates on high-volume days. The effects of such conditional transactions taxes could be many and varied, depending on the rules used to impose them. If transactions taxes depended on volume of trade, for example, certain kinds of investors would be given an incentive to wait out a stock market crash until another day when transactions taxes are lower; it cannot be predicted a priori what effect the absence of these particular investors on the day of a crash would imply for market prices on these days, since we do not know what kinds of theories or ideas these people have.

Transactions taxes might have some benefit in reducing excessive speculative activity, but they achieve this at the cost of discouraging trade—making it harder for people to get into or out of their investments. Because of the latter costs, proposers of transactions taxes keep the proposed rate small—less than 2 percent, perhaps—not enough to offset the decline in transactions costs caused by deregulation of brokers' commissions in 1975. Ultimately, then, the transactions taxes will have less effect on excessive speculation than do capital gains taxes, which have been much higher.

**Holding-Period Restrictions and Capital Gains Taxes**

Capital gains taxes that are imposed selectively on capital gains received over short holding periods also have been advocated as a means of controlling speculative excesses.\(^4\) They provide a tax disincentive for quick profit taking, thereby weakening the attractiveness of some speculative strategies.

The United States imposes no capital gains taxes on institutional investors (such as pension funds) because these institutions are themselves
untaxed. On the assumption that a capital gains tax for gains over short holding periods on pension funds would discourage churning and speculation, Senator Nancy Kassebaum introduced a bill entitled the Excessive Churning and Speculation Act of 1989. This bill would impose on pension funds a 10 percent tax on capital gains from assets held 30 days or less, and a 5 percent tax on capital gains from assets held for longer than 30 but not longer than 180 days. The holding-period requirements are supposed to discourage short-term trading and leave untaxed any pension funds that do not trade quickly.

The Kassebaum bill is not without precedent. When preferential treatment of capital gains was first instituted in 1921, concern with speculation was given as the reason for requiring a two-year holding period; since then, the discouragement of speculation was repeatedly offered in debates as a reason for such holding-period requirements until the repeal of preferential treatment in 1986. What is new in the Kassebaum bill is the imposition of capital gains tax with a holding-period requirement on previously untaxed entities—the pension funds. Even this is not entirely without precedent. The Internal Revenue Code already contains an analogous holding-period requirement for institutional investors, aimed at discouraging speculation. This is called the short-short rule: Regulated investment companies (or mutual funds) must derive less than 30 percent of their gross income from sale or exchange of securities held for less than three months if they are to retain their status as flow-through entities for tax purposes. Otherwise, the income of the mutual fund will be taxed.

Capital gains taxes with holding-period requirements are supposed to discourage speculative trading and thereby reduce speculative behavior. It is indeed possible that capital gains taxes will have such an effect. It was noted above that survey evidence shows much speculative behavior appears to be undertaken with the expectation that the investment will be unwound in six to twelve months. If people speculate with this expectation, then their prospective up-side potential will be diminished by a capital gains tax on short-term profits. The number of such people who are active in speculation will tend to be diminished.

But this is hardly the only logical consequence of such taxes. Other effects of capital gains taxes on short-term capital gains may serve to increase the effects of speculative price changes. Suppose a speculative bubble should start, in which prices begin to rise because investors worry about price rises. A capital gains tax like that proposed by Kassebaum need not discourage investors from attempting to buy stocks, and so the tax would not have the immediate impact of restricting the speculative price increase. It might also have the effect of discouraging some pension fund
managers (who had purchased recently and who did not share in the speculative fervor) from selling. The effect of the capital gains taxes might then be to restrict the supply of stocks, and therefore to exacerbate, not mitigate, the boom. Suppose also that the boom ends in a stock market crash. Some investors will then have an incentive to sell to obtain a capital loss for tax purposes (offsetting other short-term gains they have previously realized), possibly exacerbating the crash.\(^6\)

There is other evidence suggesting perhaps a weak effect on excessive speculation of holding-period requirements that tax shorter-term capital gains at a higher rate. Homeowners in the United States are allowed, after age fifty-five, a one-time-only opportunity to sell their home without paying a capital gains tax. Those who are younger than fifty-five who sell a house must buy another house of equal or higher value within eighteen months to avoid having to pay a capital gains tax. This provision has not prevented speculative booms. Some striking booms of housing prices were seen in various cities in the United States in the 1980s, and there is evidence that some of these were speculative booms and not caused primarily by changes in such things as population or average incomes.\(^7\)

The effect of these holding-period restrictions may have been to reduce the probability of speculative crashes, since, once people buy a house, they feel locked in by the capital gains until they retire. People speak of moving from a high-price to a low-price area, and feeling constrained to buy a much bigger house than they desire just to avoid paying capital gains taxes. The result, despite the absence of sudden major crashes, is a major misallocation of housing resources; some people sit in enormous houses that they do not want, and others who want houses are continuously priced out of the housing market.

In any event, capital gains taxes should be indexed to inflation so that the tax is on real, not just nominal, capital gains. Unindexed capital gains taxes impose essentially a random element to the taxation, penalizing asset holders for the national inflation rate.

**Margin Requirements**

Margin requirements on holdings of speculative assets were first mandated by the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, in reaction to the stock market crash of 1929. Margin credit had been widely reported and followed prior to the stock market crash, and excessive margin credit was widely seen then as a major cause of the boom before the crash. Margin calls were seen as a factor promoting the crash; initial price declines forced selling in response to margin calls, which produced further price declines.
In contrast to transactions costs, which serve to discourage trading of stocks, margin requirements discourage some investors from holding stocks. The effect of margin requirements differs across investors, depending on their portfolios and desired quantities of stocks held. If the investors who are feeding a speculative boom are compulsive gamblers who are wheedling their relatives to borrow money to put into the stock market, then margin requirements are likely to be effective. But those feeding a speculative boom might just as well be people who have no such borrowing needs; they may be ordinary people who just theorize that the market will go up.

The effectiveness of margin requirements has been substantially mitigated by the advent of the futures markets in derivative instruments, which have not been made subject to the regulation imposed on equity markets. If margin requirements reduce volatility, then the advent of stock index futures markets would plausibly herald an increase in stock market volatility. That apparently has not happened yet, though the evidence since 1982 is not enough to be conclusive, since other factors influence volatility through time.

The original impetus for margin requirements was apparently to prevent irresponsible or emotional investors from borrowing heavily to buy into a speculative boom; thus margin requirements could help prevent a speculative boom. But since margin requirements might also limit the ability of investors from buying into a crash situation, and provide no disincentives for selling, they may worsen the effect of a crash.

Indeed, individual investors were net buyers on the stock index futures markets on both October 19 and 20, 1987, and so margin requirements (which primarily affect individual investors) apparently worsened the crash. The largest sellers on these days were pension funds, trusts, and other institutional portfolio managers.8

There does seem to be some evidence suggesting that margin requirements can have a stabilizing effect on stock markets. Economists Gikas Hardouvelis and Steve Peristiani produced charts showing the average change in stock prices before and after increases or decreases in margin requirements in both the United States and Japan.9 In both countries, margin requirements tend to be increased after a period of rising stock prices, and the trend of rising stock prices is immediately reversed on the date of the margin requirement change. In Japan (and less clearly in the United States), margin requirements tend to be decreased after a period of declining stock prices, and the downward trend is, on average, immediately replaced by an upward trend. These effects might, however, occur because the margin requirement change is a signal of other policy changes as well.10
Circuit Breakers

One of the prime recommendations of the Brady Commission (the Presidential Task Force on Market Mechanisms) following the 1987 stock market crash was the institution of "circuit breakers" that would shut down the stock market as well as derivative markets in the event of another stock market crash; these circuit breakers would be coordinated across the exchanges.\textsuperscript{11} In response to the commission's recommendations, on July 7, 1988, the New York Stock Exchange together with the Chicago Mercantile Exchange announced some coordinated circuit breakers. These new rules specify that all stock trading on the New York Stock Exchange will be halted for one hour if the Dow Jones Industrial Average falls 250 points during one day, and for an additional two hours if the average falls another 150 points (for a total of 400 points) on the same day. The rules now also specify that, when the primary S&P 500 futures contract on the Chicago Mercantile Exchange declines 12 points (or approximately 100 points on the Dow Jones Industrial Average), no trades below that level are allowed for another 30 minutes; when the contract declines another 8 points on the same day (so that the total decline is 20 points), no trades below that level are allowed for one hour.

Circuit breakers are supposed to prevent a panic from turning into a free fall, by allowing time for buyers to come into the market. Some market participants seem to like a rule that gives them some time to think and collect information at a time of sudden market moves. (It also gives them time to keep up with regulatory requirements—such as margin requirements.) However, the ultimate impact of the circuit breakers, by suspending trading only for a matter of minutes, depends (in ways that cannot be foretold on theoretical grounds) on how people behave when a circuit breaker is about to be imposed, and on how they behave after the markets are opened again.

The knowledge among traders that a circuit breaker exists might cause them to try to get out of the market before the circuit breaker is imposed. This "gravitational effect" may cause the price to fall and cause the circuit breaker to be imposed.\textsuperscript{12} After the markets open again, it may turn out that investors have reached even more negative opinions about the outlook for the market while waiting for the markets to reopen. In contrast, it may be recalled that according to some accounts of the day after the stock market crash, October 20, 1987, investor confidence made a critical upturn when a futures contract, the Major Market Index (the remaining major contract that had not been closed), suddenly rallied.\textsuperscript{13}
Although the circuit breakers have not yet had the effect of closing the major stock exchanges, it may be helpful to look at the examples of market closings we have always had—the weekend closings of the markets. Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday, October 14 through 16, 1987, saw dramatic stock price drops. People had plenty of time to think over the following weekend, but there was no recovery from the panic, and Monday, October 19, was the worst one-day stock market crash in history. On the other hand, the stock market drop of Friday, October 13, 1989, which caused the news media on that Friday to raise the alarming possibility of another Monday crash, was followed by generally reassuring commentary by market analysts and economists over the weekend. There was no crash the following Monday. Clearly, the predictable effect of a circuit breaker is just that it gives people more time to think before they take their next action; what they actually do then depends on the conclusions they reach.14

**MEASURES TO ENCOURAGE SHAREHOLDER PARTICIPATION IN CORPORATE GOVERNANCE**

There has been a lot of discussion of how to solve the problems created by the separation of ownership and control and by the tendency of investors to sell their shares when dissatisfied with the management of a firm, rather than to make efforts to correct problems in the firm. Proposed solutions include changing regulations that restrict proxy votes to encourage shareholder proposals, and instituting “structured dissent” within corporations (to bring our system closer to the Japanese system, where management is less independent).

The Securities and Exchange Commission has recently proposed changed proxy rules to encourage shareholder communications. They proposed Rule 14A-X, which would allow substantial shareholders who have held stock in a company for a prescribed period of time to have mailed with the company’s proxy statement a short statement with their opinion about the quality of the management.

Advocates of greater investor input into corporate decisionmaking, Louis Lowenstein and Michael T. Jacobs recommend dealing with entrenched managements by instituting a system that would force genuine representatives of shareholders onto the boards of directors of the nation’s corporations.15 According to their concept, a substantial fraction of boards of directors would be shareholder nominated. Their remedy also would provide the opportunity and incentive for outside management teams to dissent from the strategies of the company’s managers.
Ronald Gilson and Reinier Kraakman have proposed creating a class of full-time professional outside directors, each of whom would sit on a number of boards as representatives of institutional investors. These directors, who would be economically dependent on institutional investors, would receive substantial compensation—sufficient to encourage talented people to take such a job—and they would have no other major time commitments.

John C. Coffee of the Columbia Law School has proposed relaxing the standards for diversification for institutional investors, so that institutional investors can hold fewer financial assets in their portfolios. He points out that, with the growth of indexation of portfolios, many institutional investors are holding virtually all 500 stocks in the Standard and Poor Composite Index—so many stocks that they have little substantial interest in any one. These institutional investors have little incentive to participate in governance of any of the companies in which they hold shares. Diversification that is fairly effective in reducing portfolio risk could be achieved with far fewer stocks.

Proposals to improve shareholder participation have received substantial attention in the United Kingdom, too. Nicholas Ridley, the United Kingdom’s trade and industry secretary, has proposed encouraging shareholders’ committees among institutional investors, a strengthened role for nonexecutive directors, and a right for major shareholders to appoint a majority of board members.

There has been some dispute over how much can be done to encourage more institutional participation in managerial decisions without destroying the liquidity that institutional investors enjoy. The general trend around the world is for increasing reliance on world markets, away from the regional relationships that characterized much investment activities in the past. Gilson and Kraakman as well as Bernard Black have argued that, despite this trend, changed regulations and institutions could induce much more shareholder participation in management of firms; Coffee does not believe that most changes will be very effective.
In the discussion in previous chapters, the term “short-termism” has referred to a tendency among both investors and corporate managers to be excessively concerned with the market response—in terms of price per share—rather than with the long-run outlook for earnings of a corporation. This kind of short-termism arises because many people pay attention to the market rather than to fundamentals, and because these people do not believe that the market tracks fundamentals. There is, however, another kind of short-termism that is conceptually distinct from the above, though in some ways related to it. This latter kind of short-termism is a fundamental lack, among the general public, of regard for long-run planning. This latter kind of short-termism may be measured in two ways: as too high a discount rate (that is, cost of capital) applied to investments, and too little savings.

The discount rate or cost of capital is the real interest rate that the market uses to discount future real income into today’s price. We are all familiar with one kind of discount rate—the interest rate on a savings bond or a treasury bill. When one buys one of these financial instruments, one pays less than the face value of the instrument; this principal is payable only on the maturity date some time in the future. (These instruments do not pay regular interest; all one receives is the fixed principal at the maturity date.) One buys the instrument at a discount from its face value, and the deeper the discount, the higher the return one gets from the investment; in general, the rate of return implicit in the discount in any such investment is called the discount rate.
We can, by analogy, think of the price of a share in a corporation at any time as the present discounted value of all the future dividends paid to the owner of the share. Indeed, owning a share is like owning a portfolio of savings bonds, whose maturities correspond to future dividend payments, starting from the time of the next dividend payment, out to the indefinite future; and the price of a share may be thought of as the sum of the present discounted values of all these future dividends. Of course, these future dividends are not guaranteed by the government; they are uncertain today. But those who participate in the stock market have some expectation of the likely amounts of these payments, and the price today reflects both these expectations and the rate at which they are discounted to today's price per share. Short-termism, if defined as too high a discount rate, then means, not that prices in the stock market are too speculative or too volatile, but that they are too low—that is, that people do not value these long-term investments enough. It means that people are too impatient for things today, and do not care enough about future income.

The saving rate is a more familiar concept: it is the proportion of income that people save, set aside to help earn future income. The amount that people save (and put in the bank or invest in financial assets) determines the amount of resources that are available for real investments: for building plant and equipment, for improving land, for building apartments and houses, for things that will yield income in the future. Short-termism, if defined as too low a saving rate, then means that not enough resources are being made available for such real investments.

Too high a discount rate tends to go hand in hand with too low a saving rate; both may be caused by a tendency to disregard the future. If people care little about the future, they may both save too little and place too low a value on assets that pay dividends in the future. By saving too little, they create a shortage of funds for real investments, and so the only real investments that are made are those that have a high return. For example, a factory might not be built that would yield substantial income in the future, since the rate of return on the investment in the factory is just not high enough to satisfy the investors in the market; the potential future income from the factory is just not enticing enough to make people willing to invest in the factory today. Many of us are not accustomed to thinking that too low a saving rate goes hand in hand with too low a level of prices in the stock market. But, in fact, if we persuaded people to want to save more, the immediate impact would likely be an upward surge in stock prices. By trying to save more, people would bid up the prices of stocks.
CONCERNS THAT THE DISCOUNT RATE IS TOO HIGH

Over sixty years ago, the prominent economist A. C. Pigou made the influential argument that human society tends to place too high a discount rate on everything, due to an irrational impatience, a foolish desire for pleasure now relative to the future. While his argument was made long ago, he claimed that he was addressing a basic principle of human nature, and so we can expect that the same argument applies today.

Now, economists have long been very reluctant to call people irrational, and prefer instead to say on this matter that people merely have a preference or taste for present pleasures over future ones. Pigou countered their arguments:

But this preference for present pleasures does not—the idea is self-contradictory—imply that a present pleasure of given magnitude is any greater than a future pleasure of the same magnitude. It implies only that our telescopic faculty is defective, and that we, therefore, see future pleasures, as it were, on a diminished scale. That this is the right explanation is proved by the fact that exactly the same diminution is experienced when, apart from our tendency to forget ungratifying incidents, we contemplate the past. Hence the existence of preference for present over equally certain future pleasures does not imply that any economic dissatisfaction would be suffered if future pleasures were substituted at full value for present ones.2

Given this "irrational" behavior, people would benefit from government policies that encouraged them to use a lower rate of discount; the effect would be to cause them to place more value on any given earnings flow.

Moreover, Pigou stressed that the market rate of discount is too low in a different sense: the rate is influenced only by the people who are alive today and does not reflect the preferences of the yet-to-be-born. He thought that the duty of government policymakers is to "protect the interests of the future in some degree against the effects of our irrational discounting and of our preference for ourselves over our descendants."3 This irrational discounting causes there to be too little real investment for the future, and thus too little investment made for future generations. He urged intervention in the market to encourage savings and investment through a system of bounties and taxes.

Research shows that errors people make extend beyond the level of discount rates used.4 People do not apply consistent discount rates to investment decisions. For example, the economist Jerry Hausman
showed that individuals purchasing air conditioners, and having to
decide between models of varying energy efficiency (a decision involv­
ing a tradeoff between purchase price and delayed energy savings),
implicitly used a discount rate of 25 percent in their decisions—much
higher than market returns on other investments. Another economist,
Dermot Gately, in examining choices among refrigerators, found implic­
it discount rates as high as 300 percent. Experimental evidence shows
that there is a tendency for dynamic inconsistency in the discount
rates people apply, with high rates of discount applied to the near
future and lower rates for the more distant future. One way to look at
it is that people tend to spend more than they planned.

Others have claimed evidence of inconsistency across countries in dis­
count rates. It has been argued that the rate of discount or cost of cap­
it has been much higher in the United States than it has been in Japan
(at least until the spectacular drop in Japanese stock prices and land prices
since the end of the 1990s). Economists Albert Ando and Alan Auerbach,
as well as Robert McCauley and Steven Zimmer, made estimates of the
cost of capital in the two countries based on data on earnings-price ratios,
with corrections for depreciation accounting differences. They concluded
that the pre-tax U.S. cost of capital has consistently exceeded the
Japanese cost of capital for nonfinancial corporations over the past decade.

This alleged lower cost of capital in Japan applies only to risky or spec­
ulative assets, as real interest rates on government debt have not been
consistently lower there. The appearance of lower cost of capital on equi­
ty in Japan may be misleading; the high Japanese stock prices recently
may not have been because of low discount rates but instead because
of high expectations for future earnings. Surveys comparing American
and Japanese institutional investors show that the latter have been
much more optimistic about earnings growth in their country. Still, such
optimism, like low discount rates, may encourage saving and investment.

It is quite likely that these differences in discount rates, across eco­
nomic contexts and across countries, are evidence of a general irrational
inconsistency in rates of discount, and that this inconsistency is observed
through time as well. There may thus be times when people attach more
value (relatively) to future income from investments, and so discount
rates are high, and times when they attach less value (relatively) to future
income from investments. There are times when society in general is
impressed with the importance of investment vehicles, when the value
of such investments is receiving much popular attention, and times when
public attention is attracted elsewhere. This inconsistency through time
in rates of discount may thus be a source of some of the volatility we
observe in prices of speculative assets.
Bull markets may sometimes be started by a change in basic opinions or values, in which personal investment vehicles are thought to be important in planning for the future; busts may sometimes occur when people feel that they shouldn’t or needn’t worry so much about the future. Such sources of booms and busts are not so commonly mentioned, because it is hard to get concrete proof of these sources, and because there are many other more tangible impacts (world events, federal reserve policy, economic recessions) that distract public discussion from recognizing the more subtle (and sometimes more powerful) psychological effects on the stock market.

Speculative behavior by some investors, if it has the effect of increasing the volatility of the stock market, could have the effect of raising the rate of return that other investors require before they are induced to hold stocks. The risk that is created by the speculative behavior, in effect, may displace these investors and put a “risk premium” on the discount rate used to convert expected future cash flows into today’s price. Bradford De Long, J. Bradford, Andrei Shleifer, Lawrence Summers, and Robert J. Waldman have provided a theory of such effects on the discount rate. This uncertainty about the effects on market prices of the erratic behavior of other investors is another cause, apart from the impatience that Pigou referred to, of discount rates that are too high.

**Do We Save Too Little?**

Many have argued that people left to their own devices will not save enough. Moral admonitions to save more go back long before Pigou, even to biblical times. Are people making errors in not saving more, in not buying more stocks and bonds, and other investments? Concern with inadequate national saving has gone by many names—for example, concern with a “capital shortage.” While tax incentives have been set up to encourage saving and investment—such things as individual retirement accounts, Keogh plans, and investment tax credits—it remains to be seen whether these measures have gone far enough.

There is every reason to expect that saving behavior may account for a substantial amount of the differences we observe in the wealth of nations. Some nations do save more than others, and the logical consequence of this saving behavior is the accumulation of wealth. Economists N. Gregory Mankiw, David Romer, and David Weil made inter-country comparisons of saving rates for the non-oil-producing countries of the world (oil-producing countries were excluded because they may attribute their economic status to a natural resource rather than to saving behavior). They found that 59 percent of the inter-country differences in gross domestic
product per capita could be explained with just two variables: the percent of gross domestic product that is saved and invested (this variable had a positive effect) and the rate of population growth (this variable had an effect roughly equal to, but with the opposite sign of, the investment effect).  

In the United States, many of the arguments that people should be saving more amount to comparisons with the saving rate of Americans in the past or with that of other countries today. The United States had a very low saving rate in the 1980s. According to calculations by economists Alan Auerbach and Laurence Kotlikoff, which correct for some biases in the usual saving measures due to inflation and asymmetric treatment of dividends and capital gains, the U.S. private saving rate (the fraction of private sector disposable income not consumed by households) averaged only 6.7 percent in the years 1985–88, compared with 11.1 percent in 1970–79 and 11.2 percent 1960–69. The national saving rate differs from the private saving rate in that it includes government saving as well; government saving has been diminished in the past decade by the federal budget deficit. Auerbach and Kotlikoff, correcting personal saving by including as personal saving an estimate of consumer durable purchases, and correcting government saving by including as government saving an investment component of government expenditure, estimated the national saving rate at only 7.1 percent in 1985, compared with 11.8 percent in 1970–79 and 13.0 percent in 1960–69.

Comparisons of American saving with the saving rate in Japan have been widely cited; the Japanese appear to save much more, and this higher saving rate is interpreted as part of the postwar Japanese success story. But the disparity between Japanese and U.S. saving rates is not quite as wide as commonly assumed. The economist Fumio Hayashi points out that differences in methods of national income accounting techniques between the two countries cause Japanese saving to be relatively overstated. Japanese national income accounts use historical cost depreciation estimates, rather than the replacement costs estimates used in the United States. In inflationary periods, historical cost depreciation tends to be a downward-biased measure of replacement costs. Moreover, Japanese national income accounts include a component of government expenditures as government saving; the U.S. accounts do not.

Hayashi computed adjusted Japanese saving rates, using accounting techniques comparable to those in the United States. With his adjustments, Japanese national saving rates (that is, government and private savings as a percentage of net national product) have not been uniformly higher than U.S. national saving rates; U.S. saving rates were higher than Japanese saving rates in the mid-1950s and, briefly, in the late 1970s. Still, even with his adjusted estimates, Japanese saving rates show a marked
tendency to exceed those in the United States; his adjusted national saving rate for Japan in 1987 was more than twice the saving rate of the United States in the same year.

These differences through time and across countries are not fully explained by theories of rational economic behavior. One might think that the changes in saving rates in the United States might be explained in terms of the demographic changes associated with the “baby boom.” But Auerbach and Kotlikoff conclude that postwar changes in U.S. saving rates are not well explained by such demographics.14 (They do argue that savings may soon stage a partial comeback in the United States, as more of the baby-boom generation enter their middle age, during which both income and saving tend to be high.)

Why then has the U.S. national saving rate declined so much? The economist B. Douglas Bernheim argues that the decline in saving in the United States since the 1960s might be explained in part by two psychological phenomena.15 The first is a change in culture associated with the relative decline in the population of individuals who experienced the economic traumas of the depression of the 1930s. He asserts that “the longest peacetime expansion on record has promoted a false sense of security and stability.”16 The second is an increase in the percent of personal income accounted for by interest income—an increase associated with the national shift from equity toward debt finance. He believes that people may feel more free to spend interest income.

Why has Japan in recent decades had so much higher saving rates than the United States and so much higher saving rates than in its own history? Lawrence J. Christiano argues against Hayashi’s assertion that the high saving rates in Japan in the post-World War II period were caused by the rational desire to rebuild the capital stock destroyed during the war; such a theory would not explain either the high saving rates today (long after the war) or the relatively low Japanese saving rates right after the war.17 An attractive alternative explanation for the high rate of Japanese saving may be that it is just the result of the high postwar growth of Japanese national income. Japanese saving was high in the 1970s, when national income was growing the fastest.

Japanese savers may not behave any differently than American savers in similar circumstances; American savers in the past few decades have not experienced such high growth rates of income in comparison with Japan. At a time of rapidly growing income, there may be a general tendency for people to save more, if they adapt their expenditures only sluggishly to the increased income or if they hold off on increasing expenditures because they do not really believe that the income growth is real (for example, that it is more than a temporary aberration). This theory
does not fit perfectly; the periods of high savings in Japan have not corresponded closely to periods of high growth in national income in Japan.

Other factors that may have played some role in promoting the high savings rate in Japan in the past few decades are Japan's slowness in developing a home mortgage market combined with the high price of housing (so people needed to save a great deal for their housing), Japan's relative slowness in developing an adequate social security system (so people had more reason to worry about whether their savings would be adequate), and Japan's relatively favorable tax treatment in the past for capital income (so people could anticipate more rewards from their saving).

Bernheim doubts that any of these explanations is adequate to explain most of the high postwar Japanese savings, and offers some different, more socially based explanations. After World War II, the Japanese government launched a national campaign to promote saving, and this campaign was accompanied by marketing efforts by private financial institutions to promote saving, which suggested investments for most people. Also, the common practice among Japanese employers of paying substantial semiannual bonuses meant that a substantial fraction of employees' income was paid in lump sums, which, because people regard them differently from other income, may be easier (psychologically) to save. Advertising campaigns by Japanese banks and other financial institutions promoted plans to save the bonuses.

Apparently, savings behavior is determined largely by cultural and social factors that are beyond the scope of economic models. There is ample evidence that individual saving is not determined rationally. For example, it has been shown that lifetime consumption profiles (the patterns of consumption expenditure through time) resemble lifetime income profiles, which suggests that people do not use saving as they should to smooth out the effect of fluctuations in income on their consumption. Moreover, people with higher pension benefits do not save less (as economic theory of rational actors would prescribe) than people with lower pension benefits. Similarly, homeowners do not save less in assets (other than their homes) than do renters. There are many other anomalies of saving behavior.

Many advisers have tried to advise people from being wrongly influenced by such psychological factors by proposing how much people ought to be saving. Martin Feldstein, for example, has made a case for more savings in the United States. He makes an argument for higher saving by noting the disparity between the growth of our well-being (as measured by per capita consumption) and the growth that would be possible if there were more saving. He notes that the rate of growth of real
per capita consumption in the United States has been only 2 percent a year over the past century, despite much higher average returns on financial investments. Given the available return to investments in financial assets, the growth rate of consumption should be much higher. Consumption should grow at such a rate that the "marginal utility" of consumption should decline rapidly through time; only then have people exploited the profit opportunity. At a 2 percent growth rate, he argues, there cannot be much decline in the marginal utility of consumption from year to year, so people must be missing a bet by not investing more in the stock market.

This analysis disregards the risk involved in corporate investments. But such risk is apparently not large, given the low covariance of changes in real per capita consumption expenditures with changes in the value of the stock market. (The low covariance means that aggregate real consumption in the United States shows little response to changes in the stock market.) Given this low covariance, people cannot have been affected much by the risk of stock market fluctuations. That the average return on stocks is so high relative to the yield on short-term debt has been called the "equity premium puzzle."

Simple exercises may help us to understand whether we are saving enough. For example, consider a parent, age thirty, who decides to put $3,000 per year into a trust fund for a child and to continue doing so every year until retirement at age sixty-five. If the after-tax real (inflation corrected) rate of return is 6 percent (roughly the average after-tax real return on corporate stocks, given that capital gains are not taxed until realized), then the trust fund could yield an after-tax real income, starting the year the parent retires, of $21,000 per year in perpetuity for the child, the child's child, and on and on; enough to support them without further work forever. To a substantial extent, the much discussed wealth of Japan and other countries with high saving rates must be the result of having done just this over the past thirty-five years. The potential benefits for one's children occur despite the fact that the government has imposed, not incentives or bounties for saving, but taxes on interest income. If the government allowed the interest contributions to the trust fund to be tax deductible, and did not tax income received by the children from the trust fund, then we might use an interest rate of 8 percent for our calculations. Then, in our example, the income of the children would be $46,000 per year in perpetuity.

Arguments that saving should be encouraged by the government beyond eliminating tax distortions that discourage saving have been criticized as authoritarian or contrary to the democratic principles on which we rely. Critics say that if people themselves do not wish to save
and invest more, the government should not intervene: If people do not wish to provide bequests to their children, then that is their business and not the government's. As the economist Stephen Marglin put it, in response to Pigou:

I for one do not accept the Pigovian formulation of social welfare . . . I want the government's social welfare function to reflect only the preferences of present individuals. Whatever else democratic theory may or may not imply, I consider it axiomatic that a democratic government reflects only the preferences of the individuals who are presently members of the body politic . . . I certainly would allow an educational role for government, including the education of today's citizens to the "rightful claims" of future generations. But education is not my reading of Pigou's policy prescription; his argument suggests intervention, not education.27

But it may not be possible for the government to educate all people to avoid the judgment errors that Pigou and others have described. The decisions for savings and bequests are, as noted above, apparently not well thought out by individuals, and so it is not necessarily possible for them all to learn to behave optimally in saving behavior.

Measures by the government to promote saving (and lower discount rates) might be judged as analogous to the government mandating warnings of health hazards on bottles of liquor or on packages of cigarettes, and putting taxes on these to discourage their use. Or they may be viewed as self-control mechanisms: people may elect congressmen who will enact laws that promote saving as a way of preventing themselves from making mistakes.
There appear to be some tendencies, related to the characteristic behavior of investors and to the institutional setting in which they find themselves, for investors to trade more frequently than is really warranted in response to information about the securities they have, and to trade largely in anticipation of each others' trades. As a result, managers of firms whose shares are traded find themselves operating under wrong incentives (making decisions in light of anticipated effects on the market, rather than on the true value of their company) and securities' prices are often removed from their true value, causing costly and unnecessary disruptions in the economy. We could do without such dramatic stock market booms and crashes.

Managers of firms whose shares are traded might devote more attention to the enhancement of the true value of their firms if the shares in their firms were held for many years by the same investors. Also, managers would be less likely to think that they can get away with deceptive practices that may improve share price at the expense of long-run value. In turn, longer-term investors would not be distracted by what they think will be the effect of managers' policies on the market; they would likely be concerned instead about what the policies mean for the stream of earnings they have a claim on. These investors would be more likely to conclude that it is worthwhile to learn deeply about the operations of the companies in which they have invested, rather than glean only enough information to deal with the concerns of potential buyers of their shares the following year.
The likely effects of speculative short-term trading on financial markets are easily illustrated by analogy to the housing market. Imagine that the nation's single-family houses were largely owned and rented out by institutions that traded these houses every year. Isn't it likely, under such circumstances, that potential long-term problems that should be dealt with immediately (rotting beams under the shingles, lead-based paint, or declining quality of neighborhood public schools) would tend to be neglected? If it is believed that the next buyer is likely to be unaware of these problems or to value them improperly, wouldn't decisions to correct these problems be deferred? At the same time, might not there be certain overinvestments—say, in painting or sprucing up the houses—that give the appearance that the houses are well cared for? If our housing markets were like this, wouldn't it then be a good idea to consider changes in our institutions or incentives to encourage longer-term holding?

If there are policy measures that could be taken by the government or self-regulatory organizations to encourage longer-term holding and to reduce the impact of short-term speculation without imposing substantial other costs on society, such measures ought to be undertaken.

Given the costs imposed by financial speculation, it would seem logical to impose taxes on those who speculate to discourage short-term excessive speculation. Since the government must raise revenue, and since any feasible tax has a built-in disincentive against activities that raise that tax bite, there would seem to be no clear reason not to tax speculative activities. Why is it, then, that the government does not put a tax on speculative activity in financial markets but does put a very high tax on other forms of gambling, such as lotteries? The answer is supposed to be that speculative activity fulfills an economic need, whereas lotteries are pure entertainment. But the difference between financial speculation and pure gambling does not justify placing a zero tax on one and a high tax on the other.

Direct measures—such as taxes—aimed at discouraging speculation do, however, carry definite risks. The effects of other major publicly proposed policy measures to deal with excessive speculation are very uncertain, and it is even possible that they will increase speculation-induced price volatility.

It appears to be impossible to tax—or otherwise discourage—harmful speculative behavior directly. One cannot impose a tax on just those people who buy or sell stocks for purely speculative motives or as the result of theories of how other people will buy or sell stocks. The tax authorities cannot reliably distinguish them from other people who have "good" reason for buying or selling. Nor can tax authorities reliably distinguish those speculators who are helping to keep prices
close to their true investment value from those who are effectively moving them away.

Any government policy measures aimed at discouraging speculative trading (such as transaction taxes, capital gains taxes with holding-period requirements, the short-short rule, or margin requirements) are blunt measures, which might work by reducing the number or the kinds of people trying to make speculative profits. But while these policy measures might promote the cause intended by their framers, they might just possibly do the opposite of what is intended—moving prices even further from where efficient markets would put them. Even many years after they are instituted, one will not be able to say with any assurance whether these measures were helpful. And even if they are determined to have been helpful at one time in history, they may become unhelpful at other times, as the characteristics or beliefs of the players who are discouraged from the taxed or restricted activities change. The theoretical arguments for—and against—these measures are not well developed. Nor is it feasible to conduct controlled experiments on a scale that would give convincing empirical evidence. When such measures were enacted, it was without much informed discussion at all—just enlightened guesswork.

I have stressed here that speculative behavior is an intellectual process, not a knee-jerk or reflexive action. People spend considerable time and thought trying to predict what the market will do, and they act with purpose. Policy measures that discourage trade to reduce speculation will be greeted by investors as obstacles to get around in their efforts to maximize returns on their portfolios. These policy measures may lead investors to de-emphasize speculative considerations when they buy and sell, but this outcome is not assured.

Still, despite the uncertain effects on speculation-induced price movements, measures to encourage longer-term holding of securities probably do encourage a more long-term horizon for the management of businesses. For example, the low turnover in single-family homes has encouraged owners to take careful account of the true long-term value of their investments.

Many have argued that national policies to discourage speculation ought to focus on institutional investors and the new derivative instruments such as stock index futures. It is true that these investors and markets are of increasing importance, and policymakers will have to be attentive to them. But there is no persuasive evidence that the growing importance of institutional investors and the trend toward increasing development of derivative markets have made the problems of excessive or destabilizing speculation any worse. These trends need not encourage
greater destabilizing speculation or short-termism; it could be the oppo-
site. Indeed, since today's institutional investors are more professional
and more aware of how to think about the long term, one would think
that professional investors with more markets at their disposal might do
a better job of "long-term" investing than the investors of years ago.

Discouraging trade may also reduce one of the protections specula-
tive markets provide to naive investors: to the extent that financial mar-
kets actually are efficient, the price of each asset is basically fair. This reduc-
tion of protections would be especially the case if the traders who are
discouraged are, as in Senator Kassebaum's bill, investment profession-
als. When all prices are fair, it does not matter what a naive investor buys
or sells, or when he or she buys or sells. Short-run or idiosyncratic price
discrepancies tend to be eliminated very efficiently by investment pro-
fessionals, even if they do not reduce the vulnerability of the economy
to booms and crashes.

Policy measures to reduce excessive speculative behavior might take
forms other than direct discouragement of speculative trading. We
have seen that there are many proposed measures that might have the
effect of encouraging long-term relationship investing by institutions,
encouraging participation in governance. These measures include chang-
ing proxy rules, encouraging investor communication, and discourag-
ing extremes of portfolio diversification for institutional investors. Such
changes might be suggested by looking at institutions in other countries.
Still, it is not a simple matter to conclude from such observations how
we should change our institutions to make them more conducive to effi-
cient long-term investing. We should not make the mistake of assum-
ing that the higher growth rates in Japan or Western Germany in recent
decades are due to the fact that their financial institutions are different;
there are many possible causes for the high growth rates.

Other measures might help encourage a longer-term horizon by cor-
porate managers. Jacobs has proposed that bonus incentive systems
for managers be tied to longer-term—say, five-year—returns on companies' stock.1 Thus, bonuses would be given possibly after the executive has left
the company. Such an idea must sound absurd to conventional economis-
sthat believe that stock prices are completely efficient—so
that there is no conflict between maximizing five-year returns and one-
year returns. But as we have seen, the pure efficient-market theory of stock
prices appears to be wrong.

Others have proposed that corporations not be required to report
earnings as often as they do, so that managers will not be distracted by
quarter-to-quarter numbers. This idea also must sound absurd to conventional
economists, who perceive people as perfectly rational optimizers who
could only benefit from more frequent information reporting. But recent research on human psychology has shown that people are affected by apparently superficial changes in presentation or information; psychologists refer to "framing effects" (differing results depending on how questions are framed) and also to the effects of the manner in which targets are suggested.²

Concerns about the separation of ownership and control are inherently tied up with concerns over the effects of hostile takeovers of companies, the speculative price moves engendered by these, and the disruptions sometimes caused. Managements of firms threatened by hostile takeovers commonly argue that the takeovers are only in the short-term interests of the stockholders themselves.

Hostile takeovers sometimes are followed by an abrogation of trust or breach of implicit contract to other stakeholders in the corporation. After such takeovers, employees and other stakeholders may feel that their companies are serving the purposes of distant financial dealmakers who care nothing about them. One result may be a gradual decline in employee effectiveness; employees' productivity will not be at its peak unless employees have a sense of purpose and shared destiny with their company. Certainly some of the recent takeovers have eroded this sense.

Recent multi-constituency laws in many states have tried to address some of the problems associated with hostile takeovers. But the laws have also created new problems, by blurring the responsibilities of managers and allowing managers of targets of hostile takeovers to entrench themselves. Some changes in these laws might be instituted to deal with these problems. The Williams Act could be amended to assure stockholders the right to consider bids for the shares in a hostile takeover. The multi-constituency laws that have replaced the directors' accountability to shareholders with a general accountability might be replaced with laws that spell out more clearly the fiduciary responsibilities of directors. The present multi-constituency laws may depart too sharply from the concept of corporations as profit-making enterprises.

Still other measures aimed at dealing with the problems caused by speculation have been proposed and put to use. The Federal Reserve, for example, has a long history of making occasional efforts to stabilize the stock market through monetary policy or margin requirements. Action by the Federal Reserve was credited with preventing the 1987 crash from worsening and the October 1989 stock market drop from developing into a full-fledged crash. The apparent intention of the Federal Reserve was to be a stabilizing influence at a time of perceived speculative panic—reducing speculative activity by encouraging belief in a more stable stock market, and reducing public perceptions of the likelihood of a
speculative panic. But it would not be wise to develop these minimal gestures to stabilize markets into serious efforts to stabilize markets on a regular basis; they should be reserved for times of great crisis, when the market may look to the Federal Reserve for leadership.

In addition to the above-mentioned measures, which deal directly with the problems of speculation, and the separation of management from the financial markets, there are some other policy steps that might be taken to help resolve the basic problems discussed.

As discussed above, the problem of short-termism may be directly related not only to the issue of speculation, but also to a long-run real rate of discount for equities that is too high, or to a rate of national saving that is too low. It was argued above that there are ample grounds not to adopt a laissez-faire attitude to these matters; that individual decisionmaking that ultimately determines discount rates or saving rates may not be optimal. Our legislators may wish to enact policies that lower the cost of capital to corporations (for example, by cutting the corporate profits tax). Or they may wish to encourage saving among individuals (for example, by tax breaks for saving). Doing these things may well boost investments of all sorts—including investment in research and development that so many are concerned about today.

It should also be borne in mind that much of the benefits of research and development to society are public goods that accrue to everyone. As such, there tends to be underinvestment in research in development. This problem has long been recognized, and accounts for government support of basic research in the sciences and government provision of patents and licenses. It may be wise policy to extend such support. For example, government might increase its support for research in product development or marketing—so long as the research has been judged to provide a potential public benefit.

In addition, the government might also subsidize financial research and try thereby to encourage greater professionalization of professional investors. Since much financial research is perceived as a public good, that too tends to be undersupplied. The profession of investing today in many ways resembles that of the medical profession one hundred years ago—with much research being secret and proprietary, and with much quackery going unexposed. Investment professionals should be encouraged to think that what they do benefits the country, and that they are therefore under some moral obligation to review their research publicly and to let the truth be known. Developing more of a public recognition that this profession has some scientific and moral authority may be an important means of reducing purely speculative price movements.
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CHAPTER SIX

1. Discussions about whether the level of stock market prices are too low or too high are often about the likely level of future corporate earnings or dividends, about the expected future payments to shareholders, rather than about the rate of discount to be applied to these payments. Here, in contrast, we are taking the expected future dividends as given and asking whether the market discounts them too much. It is, of course, possible that the market can be too high because of overly optimistic expectations about future dividends, even if the rate of discount is too high.
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16. Ibid., p. 80.


18. Bernheim, The Vanishing Nest Egg.


26. The wealth to income ratio in Japan was, however, still lower than the ratio in the United States as recently as 1987 if we exclude land from wealth. See Fumio Hayashi, "Is Japan's Saving Rate High?" Federal Reserve Bank of Minneapolis Quarterly Review, Spring 1989, pp. 3-9. The high value of Japanese land is not the result of accumulated purchases of land by the Japanese.

27. Stephen A. Marglin, "The Social Rate of Discount and the Optimal Rate

CHAPTER SEVEN


3. A principal conclusion of the Committee on Time Horizons and Technology Investments of the National Academy of Engineering was that the federal government should encourage longer investment time horizons by tax policy changes to lower the cost of capital. See National Academy of Engineering, Committee on Time Horizons, Time Horizons and Technology Investments, Washington, D.C., 1992.
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